UNIT-1
Security Attacks (Interruption, Interception, Modification and Fabrication), Security
Services (Confidentiality, Authentication, Integrity, Non-repudiation, Access Control and
Availability) and Mechanisms, A Model for Internetwork Security, Internet Standards and
RFCs , Buffer Overflow and Format String Vulnerabilities, ARP Attacks Route Table
Modification, Man in the middle attacks.

INTRODUCTION ABOUT INFORMATION (OR NETWORK) SECURITY
Security is a key concept in the information age. When firms are using private networks they
have not thought much about security, only few who required privacy they thought about
security. But Internet changed the scenario of the entire world. Specifically, who ever are dealing
their business on Internet required security about their transactions.
Computer Security means collection of tools designed to protect data and avoids using data from
others. Network Security means securing the transactions that are made on networks. Here
network refers from simple network like two interconnected to complex network like intranet or
internet.

IMPORTANCE OF SECURITY
Security provides privacy for our data i.e no other party can view your data. Organizations and
individuals are increasingly depends on networks of all kinds or their daily routine transaction.
Email is a common routine in a modem person culture. Many of the people are preferring e-mails
instead of letter, fax and telephone for their communication purpose. In E-Commerce
applications it may be Business to Business (B2B) or Customer to Business (C2B) security is
major criteria.
Supermarkets to Jet Flight operations people are depending on internet. Mobile applications area
also rapidly increasing throughout the world and Multimedia Message Services (MMS) usage is
also increasing.
While transmitting are thinking about security like
(a) Is my data secured?
(b) If I send sensitive data over my internal network. then anybody can watch it.
(c) Any body can alter my web site display.
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(d) How can customers do business on internet?
(e) Can anybody misuse the credit card details that are send by customer ?
So, there must be some security to safeguard the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data
carried on network.
SECURITY LIFE CYCLE
A general model for security life cycle for providing security is as follows:

Define
Security
Policy

Verify
Security
Process

Analyze
threats
and risks

Define
Security
Mechanism

Define
Security
Services

Figure : SECURITY LIFE CYCLE

There are five essential steps for security life cycle. First one is define security policy for your
network, which may be internal network or internet. Second one is find the places of
vulnerabilities where your security may be attacked. Analysis of threatening gives you an idea
about the entire network. Third one depends on Threat Analysis define security services for your
network. Even then if any attack is happened define security mechanisms to recover data as
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fourth step. Last step reviews the ongoing security process and again any breaches in it start with
the first step.
A security Attack is possible means by which a security policy may be broken. A security
service is a measure which can be put in place to address an attack. A security mechanism is a
means to provide a security service.

THE OSI SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
Security : To assess the security needs of an organization effectively, to calculate, choose various
security products and policies, the manager responsible for security needs some systematic way
of defining the requirements for security and characterizing the approaches to satisfy these
requirements. This is difficult enough in a centralized data processing environment ITU-T2
Recommendation X-8OO, Security Architecture of OSI, defines such a systematic approach. The
OSI security architecture focuses on security services mechanism and attacks.
1. Security Attack
2. Security Mechanism
3. Security Service
1. Security Attack : An action that compromises the security of information owned by an
organization.
2. Security Mechanism: A process that is designed to detect prevent or recover from a security
attack.
3.Security Service : A processing or communication service that enhances SWQ processing
systems and the information transfers of an organization.

SECURITY ATTACKS
Attacks on the security of a computer system or network are best characterized by viewing the
function of a computer system as providing information. In general, there is a flow information
source, such as a tile or a region of main memory to a destination such as another file or a user.
This normal flow is depicted in figure I. The remaining parts of the figure show the following
four general categories of attack.
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Interruption : An asset of the system is destroyed or becomes unavailable or unusable. This one
of attack is an attack against the availability of information. Examples include destruction a piece
of hardware, such as hard disk, the cutting of a communication line, or disabling of the tile
management system.
Interception: An interception attack as an attempt to gain information that the attacker is not
authorized to see. This type of attack is an attack against the confidentiality of the information.
The attacker could be a person. a program or a computer. Examples include mire tapping to
capture data in a network, and the illicit copying of files of programs.
Modification: A modification attack is an attempt to modify information that an attacker is not
311W to modify. In this type of attack the attacker not only gains access to but tampers with an
asset. This attack can occur where ever the information resides. It may also be attempted against
information in transit. This type of attack is an attack against the integrity of the information.
Examples include changing values in a data file, sharing a program so that it performs differently,
and modifying the content of messages being transmitted in a network.
Fabrication: This is an attack to insert counterfeit objects into the system that an attacker is not
authoriz ed to insert. This type of attack is against the authenticity of information. Examples
include the insertion of spurious messages in a network or the audition of records to a file.
We can categorize these attacks in terms of active and passive attacks as follows:
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Passive Attacks : This type of attack is an attempt to gain information that the attacker is not
authorized to do so. This attack can occur where ever the information resides or may exist during
transmission. Passive attacks are in the nature of eavesdropping on, or monitoring of
transmissions. Two types of passive attacks are release of message contents and traffic analysis.
The release of message contents is easily understood. A telephone conversation, an electronic
mail message. and a transferred tile may contain sensitive or confidential information. We would
like to prevent the Opponent from learning the contents of these transmissions.
The second passive attack, traffic analysis is more subtle. Suppose that we had a way of masking
the contents of messages or other information traffic so that opponents, even if they captured the
message. could not extract the information from the message. The common technique for
masking content is encryption. If we had encryption protection in a place. an opponent might
still be able to observe the pattern of these messages. The opponent could determine the location
and identity of communicating hosts and could observe the frequency and length of messages
being exchanged. This information might be useful in guessing the nature of the communication
that was taking place.
Active Attacks : The second major category of attacks is active attacks. These attacks involve
modification of the data stream or the creation of a false stream and can be subdivided into four
categories as follows:
1.Masquerade,
2.Replay.
3.Modification of messages, and
4.Denial of service.
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Masquerading is an attempt to act like or pretend someone else or some other system. This attack
can occur in personal communication, in transaction or in system-to system communications.
This type of attack is an attack against the accountability of information.
Replay involves the passive capture of a data unit and its subsequent to produce an unauthorized
effect retransmission.
A modification attack is an attempt to modify (change, insert, delete) information that an attacker
is not authorized to modify. This attack can occur where ever the information resides or may
exist during transmission. This type of attack is an attack against the integrity of the information.
The Denial-of-service (DOS) attacks are attacks that deny the use of resources to legitimate user
of the system, information, or capabilities. DOS attacks generally do not allow the attacker to
access or modify information of the computer or in the physical world.
SECUTRIY SERVICES
A security is a service that provides security for data transferring from source system to
destination system. There are different security services that are needed for transferring data.
They are :
(a) Confidentiality
(b) Authentication
(c) Availability,
(d) integrity
(e) Access Control
(f) Nonrepudiation
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(a) Confidentiality: When users an sending data from source to destination the data must be
send in a secure manner. No other person can view the data. Confidentiality means no bod is
viewing your data except person at the destination. If a network is not providing confidentiality
means it is not at all secured. Minimum requirement for network data transfer is confidentiality.
For Example: if you am sending mail to a friend means you are ensuring that the mail is not
ready by another person. When you are having that confidence then only you sent mails through
Internet. If people are not much confidential about Internet E-Mail System, they never utilize the
same.
In the above figure you can view the data is sending in a secure channel between
Source(S) and Destination(D), third party and others (O) can‟t access the data while transmitting.
So here it is providing confidentiality that data is sent in a secure manner such that no other
persons can view the data.

Confidentiality comes under several aspects some of them are your data viewed by third party (re
ease of message contents). how frequent the flow of data between source and destination may be
made (traffic analysis) can be observed by third party ln the first case other person can observe
the sin or length of the data, what is the data in the packet. and it is very dangerous if third party
spread this over internet. In the case of third analysis third party can know size of the data, how
frequently they are communicating with each other etc. Some times people may think what the
use of observing traffic. but in a business transaction it is also very important.
For Example: A popular firm's customers can be identified by traffic analysis ; how frequently a
Financial organization making transactions with banks can be identifiable etc.
(b) Authentication : Important security service immediately after confidentiality is Authenticate.
Authentication means identifying origin of message correctly and it should be ensured that
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identity is not false. Authentication is required in the case of your transaction is electronically
secure. it is very important in electronic commerce (E-Commerce) applications. if a customer is
ordered for purchasing some thing on internet means customer should be correctly identifiable
by the destination organization then only they can confirm the transaction is correct.
In simple words authentication means providing security for your data by means of
identifying you are an authorized user. Best example is Password for your E-mail account ; it
provides an authentication for your mails. Once you entered your password means you are the
authorized user and allowed you to view the mails.

In the above figure you can observe that at Source (S) and Destination (D) before users accessing
data first they should go through Authentication (A). It identifies the sender is an authorized
sender and destination is authorized receiver. Authentication provides two aspects first one is
sender is Wizard one and at. second one is no other party is pretending as sender.
There are two major kinds of authentications one is entity authentication and other one is origin
authentication. Entity authentication provides checking of identity at origin or middle of a
transmission. Generally used at start of a connection. It provides security form reply attack and
masquerade attacks. Origin authentication is means of verification of source of data, is an
authorized user or not.
Integrity : Message that is sent through network can‟t be modifiable by other party. Only
authorized parties like sender are able to modify the message that is transferring from source to
destination. Integrity ensures these things. Integrity means data that is sent through the secure
channel is not altered or tampered by other. Altering of message means message may be deleted,
edited, or new message may be an added or delay the transmission or again and again sent the
same mess, integrity ensures that message received is as it is sent. No Other thing happened in
between. Integrity not ensuring that third party is viewing or not, only it provides no other party
is modified your message.
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In the above figure. Source (S) is sending a message - what are you thinking about network
Security ?" and message receive by the destination is "What are you thinking about network
Security ?" both are same. Others (0) or third parties may be viewed by your message (if
conditionality is not provided) but they can't alter or modify the message (integrity is provided).
Integrity is often divided in to three categories,
1. Connection Integrity (with recovery and without recovery)
2. Connection less Integrity
3.Field Integrity
(d) Nonrepudiation : Once the transaction is completed though secure channel further sender or
receiver can't deny the transmission. Nonrepudiation prevents either sender or receiver from
claiming that the transaction not made or not received by them respectively.
For Example: A customer ordered for 1000 goods using Internet, and he confirmed that firm
received the message. After that customer can't say he is not ordered for the goods, similarly firm
can't say they are not received the order.
Nonrepudiation offers good business confidentiality and assurance for buyer and seller. E Commerce applications are very particular about order confirmation, So Nonrepudiation is very
important in this aspect.
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Figure: Nonrepudiation : Neither Buyer at Client side nor Seller at Server side can deny the
, Transmission once Client Received Confirmation (Acknowledgment)
(e) Access Control : Host systems and applications are limited to access by the communication
links and no other party can access them. By providing authentication we can achieve the access
control. Only authorized users can view the applications at client side or at server side. All other
parties not have any access control to those systems.
(f)Availability : The data must be available to the authorized parties when they required to
access them is called availability .If any third party destructed or done any harm to them it is not
possible to access the data. Even in those cases a service must be provided to recover from loss
of availability, better solution is preventing other from modifying data. So network security must
ensure that data is always available foe authorized parties.

The following tables shows the various attacks ,categories and on what services that are
attacking.
Attack

Category

Attack on Service

Interruption

Active Attack

Availability

Interception

Passive Attack

Confidentiality

Modification

Active Attack

Integrity

Fabrication

Active Attack

Authentication
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SECURETY MECHANISMS
Security mechanisms are exists to provide security services for data transmission. There are two
types of security mechanisms
SPECIFIC SECURITY MECHANISMS
This may be a part of appropriate protocol
layer in order to provide some of the OSI
security services.
Encipherment
Mathematical algorithms are used to
transform data into a form i.e., not
understandable. So the transformation and
algorithm and zero or more encryption keys.
Digital Signature
A data unit which allows a receiver of the
data to prove the source and integrity of the
data unit and protect against forgery.
Access Control
A variety of mechanisms that enforce access
rights to resources.
Data integrity
Different types of mechanisms are used to
give assurance for the integrity of data unit or
stream of data units.
Authentications Exchange
A mechanism which is intended to ensure the
identity of an entity by means of information
exchange.
Traffic Padding

PERVASIVE SECURITY MECHANISMS
Mechanism which are not specific to any
particular OSI security service or protocol
layer.
Trusted Functionality
Which has the knowledge to be correct with
respect to some criteria. For example as
established by a security policy.
Security Label
The marking of a resource which may be a
data unit or data stream that names (or)
designates the security attributes of that
resource.
Event Detection
The detection of security relevant events.
Security Audit Trial
The data which is collected and potentially
used to facilitate a security audit which is an
independent review and examination of
system records and activities.
Security Recover
This deals with requests from mechanism
such as event handling and management
functions and also takes care of recovery
actions.

To insert bits into the gaps of data stream in
order to frustrate traffic analysis attempts.
Routing Control
This controls the routing i.e., it selects a
particular physically secure N/W‟s and allow
the data to flow and it allows routing changes
especially when there is a break in security.
Notarization
In order to assure certain properties of data
exchange a trusted third party as used.
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There is no single mechanism that will support all the functions listed in the above table.
Encryption or encryption like transformations of information that are most common mechanisms
for providing security.

A MODEL FOR NETWORK SECURITY
Internetwork Security Model:
Model of network security contains six different parts. Source and destination are common
things in it. Here source and destination can be referred as major parties. Connection between
these parties is called as Information Channel. To transfer Secret information between these
parties is by using a trusted third party. Always there is a chance for opponent to access data
from information channel. But opponents can‟t access a data from the Trusted third party
because these are trusted channels.

Here :
-Message is actual message that is sent and received.
-Secret Information is a key like information which alters the message while transmission.
For Example : Encryption is used to transforming message and at the destination decryption
decrypts message.
-Trusted third party is like a distribution center where secret information is distributed between
source and destination.
-Information Channel is transmission medium where actual message is transferred between
source and destination.
- Opponents are intruders those are trying to accept data from the Information Channel.
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Above security model can be easily explained with the following example : .
Consider the Welcome message transferring between Cnu and Nani, first by applying +2
mechanisms, a new transferred message is “Ygneqog” is transferred through Information
Channel, here 2 is secret information. This 2 is passed to destination by the third party you may
observe in the above diagram. At the destination again applying -2 transformation to the received
message, so Nani can obtain the message “Welcome”.

By observing the above example, we can conclude four basic tasks.
1. Design algorithm for changing “Welcome” to “Ygneqog” and vice versa.
2. Generate secret information (+2 or -2) to use„ with algorithm.
3. Develop methods for distributing secret information.
4. Design a protocol for network access.
Network Access Security Model
To Prevent intruders enter into your system , you can introduce a gate keeper program or firewell
kind of thing before accessibility of your system. So opponents can t enter into your system to
access the data or software of your system. There are two kinds of threats information access
threats which access your data or software , service threats access services from your system.
The following diagram shows the model of Network Access Security.
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Figure: Model for Network Access Security
INTERNET STANDARDS AND RFCS
(a) The Internet Society:
-Internet society is responsible for the development and publication of standards for use over the
internet. The Internet Society is a professional membership organization that oversees a number
of boards and task forces involved in internet development and standardization.
-The internet society is the co-ordinating committee for internet design, engineering and
management.
-Three organizations under the internet society are responsible for the actual work of standards
development and publication.
1 . Internet Architectural Board (IAB)
2. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
3. Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
-IAB is responsible for defining the overall architecture of the internet, providing guidance and
broad direction to the IETF.
-IETF is the protocol engineering and development arm of the internet.
-IESG is responsible for technical management of IETF activities and t internet standards
process,
(b) RFC Publication :
-The actual development of new standards and protocols for the internet is carried out by
working groups characterized by the IETF.
-Membership in a working group is voluntary, any interested party may participate.
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-The RFCs are the working notes of the internet research and development community.
(c)Standardization Process:
-For standardization, the following specification must meet.
1. Be stable and well understood.
2. Be technically competent.
3. Enjoy significant public support.
4. Be recognizably useful in some or all parts of the internet.
The following figure shows the flow chart for internet RFC Publication Process.

Figure: Internet RFC Publication Process
BUFFER OVERFLOW:
Buffer overflow is a situation that occurs when the amount of data that is placed in the
memory is greater than the amount of storage space actually allocated. It behaves like a container
filled with the liquid i. e., the liquid can be poured into it till it becomes full, any additional
liquid poured into it will spill over its boundaries.
Consider a stack that can store 16-byte of buffer variables, if l7th byte is inserted into it then it
results 1n buffer overflow.
Exploiting the overflowable buffer involves. The following tasks :
1. Finding out the way of injecting into the buffer.
2. Identifying the technique for strengthening the controlled EIP, in order to execute the code.
3. Determining the payload/code to be executed.
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Understanding the Stack
Stack is an abstract data-type that operates in last-in-first-out (LIFO) manner. For example,
consider a collection of books arranged one over the other, the book which is placed last in the
collection, is the first one to be picked up.
The „Stack‟ is a mechanism that provides a way of passing arguments to functions and to refer to
the variables defined inside a function. It provides an easy way of performing the above
mentioned tasks It is behaving as a buffer and holds all the information required by a function
Creation of a stack occurs at the start of a function and is released when the function ends. Stacks
are static in nature i..e once created, at the beginning of a function, no real changes occur inside
it (only the data inside the stack changes without changing the stack itself).
In Intel X86 processors, lower memory addresses are stored at the top whereas higher memory
addresses are stored at the bottom in a stack. When a „push‟ operation is applied it decrements
the stack pointer whereas the stack pointer is incremented on „POP‟ operation. This implies that
the newly inserted data must be available at the lower memory locations than the previously
entered data. Hence, overwriting a buffer from a lower memory address to a higher address
results in buffer overflow.
Example:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
int main (int argc, char **argv)
{
char buf[45]= “WELCOME TO PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS”;
int a=10, b=20;
printft(“a=%d”, a);
printf(“\n b=%d”, b);
return 1;
}
The above program creates three stack variables, of which, the first is a 45-byte character buffer
and the other two are integer type variables. The values are then assigned to these two „int‟
variables in the initialization section; Finally, a value „ 1‟ is returned by the function.
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1. Stack Frame : The term „stack frame‟ refers to the collection of the entire information related
to a stack of any function. The information includes the arguments that art passed to any function,
the stored ElP along with any other saved registers and the local variables.
The operation of a stack can be efficiently explained by the call and ret instructions.
Call Instruction : This instruction is used to change the processor control in such a way that the
control now points to a different piece of code somewhere inside a program, thereby notifying
the point where to return after executing the function call.
The operations of a call instruction are as follows:
1. The immediate next instruction after a call IS pushed onto the stack to be executed after
returning from the function.
2. Jump to the address available at the top of a stack.
ret Instruction : The „return‟ instruction takes the control back to the location immediately after
a call instruction in the caller. It operates as follows,
1. The return address at the top of a stack is popped off.
2. The address popped off the stack is then jumped.
Hence, a combination of „push‟ and „return„ statements allows jumping to a specific portion of
code and returning from it after executing it. As the location of the stored ElP is available onto a
stack, writing' a popped value at that location is possible.
Offset: An offset is a jam that is frequently used in the context of local or UNIX based buffer
overflows. An access to a compiler is possible on a UNIX machine and an attacker can easily
compiles his/her code on the intended machine thereby producing some illegitimate effects. For
this purpose, an attacker usually needs some information of the user account. The intended
injector code can internally determine the base address of a stack and made an assumption that
the program being attacked also has the same base address. For doing direct jump, an attacker
can provide the offset from this base address. If this is done in a proper manner, the (base +
offset) value of the attacking code resembles that of the targeted‟ code.
No Operation Field (NOP) : If a direct addressing method is employed for injecting code then it
would be difficult to determine the exact location of the La load in memory. The actual problem
is that the generated payload will not always be resided in the same memory location. In UNIX
operating system. an identical software package is recompiled on different systems along with
unidentical/dissimilar compilers and optimization techniques. Hence ' a technique called No
Operation (NOP) field is usually employed which is an instruction that can‟t do anything on its
own rather it occupies some storage space in memory. As the length of NOP is only one byte
long, the problems of byte-ordering and alignment doesn‟t occur. Hence, the buffer is filled with
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NOPs in such a manner that NOPs precedes the actual payload. As all the NOPs are present in
buffer, their addresses can be determined easily. Once, the address of an NOP is determined then
it is executed by tracing all the available NOPs in the buffer until the desired payload is reached.
Hence, the accuracy of guessing the payload address is less when the size of a buffer is large.
Buffer Injection Techniques
Before creating an exploit, it is important to determine a way of getting a large buffer into the
overflowable buffer. This is usually a simple process of filling a buffer over the network.
Various buffer injection techniques are as follows:
1. Injection Vector Optimization: Injection vector and payload are the important concepts
in the context of buffer overflow. The injection vector refers to the customized opcode
needed to monitor and control an instruction pointer on the remote system. It depends on
the host and targeted machine and is used to execute the payload.
The payload is something like a virus that can run at any time, any where irrespective of
its injection into a remote machine.
2. Identifying the Payload Location: Both the injection vector and payload must be .
Stored at diffe1ent memory locations. This can be done by using stacks for both payload
and injection vector but the problem with this approach is that one has to keep track of
the payload size and the way of interaction between the injection vector and payload. If
the payload execution precedes the in injection vector, then one must assure that no
collision must exist between them. If it results in collision, then a jump instruction is
included in the payload in such a way that it jumps over the injection code. If these
problems becomes serious then it would be advantageous to keep the payload at some
other memory location.
All the inputs which have been accepted from a user must be stored at some location and the
buffer storage location becomes a candidate for the payload Storage location.
Payloads can be stored at some preferred memory locations such as,
1. Files that are temporarily existing on a disk and can be subsequently loaded into the memory.
2. In environment variables that are under the control of a local user.
3. In environment variables that are passed inside a web request.
4. Inside user-Controlled fields in a networking protocol.
After injecting the payload, the instruction pointer is loaded with the address of the payload.
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Advanced Payload
A payload is something like a virus that can run at anytime, anywhere irrespective of its.
Injection into the remote machine.
Methods of Executing the Payload: Various techniques for executing the payload are as
follows,
1. Direct Jump
2. Blind Return
3.Pop Return
4. Call Register
5. Push Return.

1. Direct Jump (Offsets Guessing): The direct jump is a way of executing the payload. In this,
an overflow code IS instructed to jump directly to some particular memory location. It doesn‟t
make use of any additional technique for determining the exact locating of the stack in memory.
The drawbacks associated with this approach are :
(i) As the address „of a stack contains a null character, the entire payload must be injected prior
to the injector, doing so, will reduce the available space for the payload.
(ii) As the address or a payload is not always constant, it requires initial guessing of the address
to be jumped.
(iii) If the payload is kept at some location other than the stack, the method of direct jump is
more convenient.
2. Blind Return : The Extended Stack Pointer (ESP) always points to the current location in a
stack. On executing the ret instruction, the Extended Instruction Pointer (EIP) is loaded with the
contents of the ESP. This method is referred to as pooping. However, any ret instruction leads to
the popping of EIP with the topmost value on a stack allowing the EIP to point to a new address.
If the hacker is able to insert an initial EIP value that points to a ret instruction, the ESP value
will be loaded to ESI. This entire process involves the use of processor registers, hence nothing
can be inserted directly in the instruction pointer.

3. Pop Return : A series of POP instructions can be pointed to by the injected EIP. If I the
topmost value of the stack doesn‟t point to any address stored in the attacker„s buffer. Hence,
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popping a stack occur many times before using a value of the EIP register. This method can
work effectively if the topmost stack address is found inside the attacker‟s buffer. Once a
required address is found the attacker pops down the Stack.
4.Call Register : Once an address pointing to the payload is loaded in a register, the EIP register
is loaded with the address of a „Call EDX‟, or „call EDl by an attacker. A set of useful pairs for
determining the process memory is provided by the kernel interface DLL .These pairs are located
at same fixed memory addresses which can be hard-coded. They are different for different
versions of Windows and also depends on the type of service pack used.
5. Push Return : It is a slightly different version of the call register method. It also makes use of
the value stored in a register. After loading a register value, if an attacker is unable to determine
a „call‟ instruction, the other way to find is to use “push resister” followed by a return statement.
FORMAT STRING VULNERABILITIES
Format string vulnerabilities refers to the security flaws that exists in the programmer‟s code.
This results when a user passes the data to a „printf‟ function or uses the format . string argument.
A format string is a means of informing the C compiler how to format the numbers when
printing them. The „printf‟ functions generates and outputs the formatted strings at runtime The
„printf‟ functions permits their programmers to generate a string depending on its format and a
variable number of arguments. This basic representation of the string structure and tokens
indicates the „printf‟ function, the type variables data, the storage location fo1 those variables
and the method of formatting the string. The „printf‟ tokens are also referred to as „format
Specifiers‟.
The vulnerabilities due to the formatted strings results from an inappropriate supply of xternal
data in the format string arguments which are the most commonly committed mistakes by the
programmers and are discussed as follows:
(i) Calling a „printf‟ function without any format string argument rather than the single String
argument as,
printf(argv[l] );
This is a common mistake usually committed by the new programmers and is resulted
from the unawareness u the predefined string processing functions.
(ii) Use of wrappers for „printf‟ functions for logging and error reporting.
(iii) Another cause is the inadequate calling of the „syslog‟ function.
„Syslog‟ refers to the programming interface to the system log daemon. It is also used to
dines of different priorities.
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Fixing of Format String Vulnerabilities : The best solution for the occurrence of format string
vulnerabilities is to prevent them. The fact that the resulted bugs are harmful and can be easily
utilized by the attackers must be known to the programmers.
It is to be ensured that all the setuid binary values that are no more required in further
programming must be removed along with their access permissions. Also the unnecessary
services be disabled.
Exploiting the Format String Vulnerabilities: Once, the format string is exploited, an attacker
get succeed in achieving three fundamental goals as follows:
1. Because of the illegal memory access, process failure can be done by an attacker resulting in
the denial of service.
2. All intruder can be able to read the process memory if the formatted string is displayed as an
output.
3. Overwriting of memory can also be done by the attacker.
ARP ATTACKS
ARP attacks refers to the attacks performed on the ongoing packets across the machine. The
objective of these type of attacks is to alter the ARP tables on the ta1gete machine. The main
function of the ARP table is to control the MAC address to IP-address mapping on each
individual machine Hence, ARP is a dynamic protocol which is used to assign the MAC
addresses to the newly added machines into a network. It is also used to obtain the new MAC
addresses for the existing machines as a result of which all the machines are dynamically
updated within a short interval of time. The drawback this protocol Is that no authentication 13
provided by it.
While broadcasting a MAC address belonging to a Specific IP address, the attacker acts as a real
machine and provides the requested MAC address During the process of traffic forwarding, no
difference in the requested address is noticed At some specific point such as traversing a packet
across LAN, these differences are noted and handled.
An available tool for performing an ARP attack is grat-arp.
ROUTE TABLE MODIFICATION
In some situations, an attacker attempts to alter the route tables remotely. Research carried out on
the route table modifications by using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) which is the most widely
used protocol by the ISP‟s(Internet Service Providers) for exchanging routes with one another.
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One common attack is spoofing of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) an redirecting of
packets thereby fooling the hosts by allowing them to transmit their packets through the
attacker‟s lP address. This process continues till the connection between the two hosts is
completely terminated. This can be done by forwarding the packets back to the intended router,
so that the packets will ultimately reach their destinations. In such situation, the router will send
the redirected ICMP packets back to the original host informing them that there is a better route.
If the hacker is able to manage the alterations the route tables for obtaining the packets that are
currently flowing across a network some of the routers that lies in the middle way are aware of
the route alterations because of the modifications made to the route tables or to the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) tables. If an attacker is able to set his system across the routing path
between the two hosts, his task becomes much easier. For example, if the attacker wants to
hijack either HTTP or FTP connections in which the client is obtaining a .exe file then
combining a the required pieces of codes for inserting a new file in the mid of a hijacked TCP
connection results in daunting.
MAN -IN -THE MIDDLE ATTACK
These are the most effective types of attacks often used along with the encrypted protocol
hijacking and SSHI and SSL connection types Consider for an example, when a user is trying to
establish a connection to an SSL enable dsite, the key is interchanged with the SSL server and its
certificate is compared with the certificate stored in the web browsers trusted root certification
authority store. If the desired certificate is found in the certification authority store with no
limitations or restrictions, then no warning message appears on the client side and a session key
provided for encrypting the communication that is taking place between the SSL enabled site and
the client system Initially, at the time of MTM attack, the client is not really connected to the
SSL site, rather a hijacker provides that fake credentials and replay of the clients information to
the SSL site. Hence, the hijacker establishes a connection with the SSL server as a representative
of the client system and display all the information transmitted in either of the two directions
again, so that a hijacker is liberal. to choose any portion of the information tor his gain.
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UNIT-II
CONVENTIONAL ENCRYPTION PRINCIPLES
Conventional Encryption is also known as private-key encryption or symmetric encryption or
single-key encryption. The following figure gives an idea about conventional encryption.

There are four things you can observe in the diagram. They are Plain Text, Cipher Text,
Encryption, and Decryption. First of all we must understand what these are:
Plain Text: Actual message that is sent through transmission line.
For Example: ABC Company is in profit, purchase shares.
Cipher Text: Plain text converted into random nonsense or non-understandable form by
using some algorithm and key is called as Cipher Text.
From the above plain text to cipher text by using or adding three characters to each character
is
ABC Company is in profit, purchase Shares.
+3 for each character
DEF Frpsdqb lv surlier sxufkdvh vkduhu
Encryption: Consists of an algorithm which converts plain text to cipher text by using a key.
The key is any value that is not known to opponents and it is independent of plain text.
For Example:
(a) Assign numbers for each alphabet (1 for A, 2 for B, ......., 26 for Z).
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(b) Repeat steps c for each character in the plain text message.
(c) Obtain number for character in plain text( For example 3for C).
(d) Add 3 to it and find the corresponding new character. If it exceeds 26 again start from 1.
(For example, 3+3 is 6 corresponding is F).
(e) Concatenate new character to cipher text (F is cipher text for C).
(f)

Go for next character.

(g) Print cipher text.
(h) Stop.
Decryption: Consists of an algorithm that converts cipher text to plain text by using the key
used for encryption process (Symmetric key mode).
For Example:
(a) Assign numbers for each alphabet (1 for A, 2 for B, ......., 26 for Z).
(b) Repeat steps c to f for each character in the cipher text message.
(c) Obtain number for character in cipher text (for example 6 for F).
(d) Subtract 3 from it and find the corresponding new character. If it less than 0, start from
26(For example 6-3 is 3 corresponding character is C).
(e) Concatenate new character to plain text (C is plain text for F).
(f)

Go for next character.

(g) Print cipher text.
(h) Stop.
Now in detail, we will see the actual process the key is sent to decryption algorithm by using
a secure channel. Generated cipher text is transmitted through in secure channel. People may
think why to send through in secure channel, instead. If we sent through secure channel no
need of encryption or decryption process. But secure channel means every time we are not
using it, only once for session or for entire transactions purpose this channel is used. It is
costliest one we can’t afford for every bit of data so only key sent through this channel. In
secure channel is open from where intruders may attack this channel.
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Even though they obtained data from the in secure channel they can obtain only cipher text.
An actual plain text is transferred to cipher text before transmission, so intruders should be in
a position to analyse this cipher text. The persons who analyse cipher text to obtain plain text
without knowing the key information are known as crypt analyst. Let us look into the
following diagram.

Figure: Symmetric key model
In the above figure, the following things are happening:
1. Source is sending a message or plain text A.
2. Key is a key source generating key and one copy is supplied to encryption.
3. Key source sending another copy of key to decryption by using secure channel.
4. Encryption converting plain text (A) to cipher text (A’) by using key (K).
5. Cipher text (A’) is transferring from source to destination by using an insecure channel.
6. Decryption converting cipher text (A’) to plain text (A) by using key (K).
7. Decryption takes the plain text.
8. If cryptanalysts obtain cipher text (A’) in between transmission he can.
(a) Find analysed cipher text which may be similar to plain text (A@).
(b) Find analysed key which may be similar to actual key (K@).
Encryption Notation:
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In encryption, plain text A is converted into cipher text A’ by using key K, so we can write
this as
A’= Ek(A)
Decryption Notation:
In Decryption, cipher text is decrypted into plain text A’ by using key K, so we can write this
as
A=Dk(A’)
Cryptanalyst is a person who is obtaining information from the insecure channel can’t
directly get key or plain text, just he can get cipher text(A’),by analyzing the things he can
get estimated plain text or estimated key . If he is interested only to obtain message he can get
estimated plain text(A@ ). For further transmission also he wants to analyse he will find
estimated key (K@ ) also.
Theoretically, it is possible to find unbreakable Cryptosystems, but according to some
scientist practical Cryptosystems almost always are breakable, given sufficient time and
computing power. Because take some existing algorithms all of them are breakable but time
taken to break item is may be billions of years. If you provide super computers with grid
computing kind of technology may be they also broken with in less period of time.
Cryptography:
Techniques or algorithms that are used to transforming plain text to cipher text to plain text
are called as Cryptographic techniques and study of these techniques are known as
Cryptography or the science and art of developing cryptosystems is known as Cryptography.
Cryptographer:
The person who deals with Cryptography is known as Cryptographer.

Fig: Information flow in cryptography
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Cryptanalysis:
Studying the cipher text to obtain plain text or key without knowing actual key or algorithms
is called as Cryptanalysis. The science and art of evaluating the strength of Cryptosystems is
known as Cryptanalysis. Some of the possibilities are …
1.

Breaking a single message.

2.

Recognizing pattern in encrypted message in order to break subsequent messages.

3.

Finding general weaknesses in encryption algorithms.

Cryptanalyst:
The person who deals with Cryptanalysis is known as Cryptanalyst.

Fig: Working of cryptanalyst
Cryptology:
Studies of Cryptography and Cryptanalysis are called as Cryptology.
Cryptographer:
The person who deals with Cryptology is known as Cryptographer.
Cryptology=Cryptography + Cryptanalysis
Cryptography and Classification of Cryptographic Systems:
As from the definition of Cryptography, Cryptographic systems classification depends on:
(a)

Which kind of operations used to change from plain text to cipher text.

(b)

How many number of keys used?

(c)

How the plain text is transformed to cipher text?

(a)

Which kind of operation is used to change from plain text to cipher text?
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Kind of operation referred to the working principle of algorithm.
All encryption algorithms depends on two kinds of operations, either substitution or
transposition.
Substitution refers to set characters or bits are replaced with some other set of characters or
bits respectively.
For Example: Character A is replaced with Z, B with Y, C with X, etc. Transposition means
obtaining the positions or rearranging characters in plain text.
subsequent characters are interchanged their positions.
Plain text: CATS

Plain Text : C A T S

Cipher text: XZGH

Cipher Text: A C S T
Example Substitution
(b)

Transposition

How many number of keys used?
Cryptographic algorithms are divided into two categories, one is single key encryption

algorithms where the key is used for encryption and decryption, this is also called as secret
key or symmetric key or private key algorithms. Another one is public key encryption; here,
the different keys are used for encryption. This one is also known as asymmetric key
algorithm. In public key cryptography may be private key is used for encryption and public
key used for decryption or may be public key used for encryption and private key is used for
decryption.

Cryptography Algorithm

Private key Algorithm
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CIPHER BLOCK MODES OF OPERATION
In cryptography block cipher operates on blocks of fixed length, often 64 or 128 bits. To
encrypt longer messages, several modes of operation may be use. There are basically four
modes ECB, CBC, CFB, OFB AND CTR provide only confidentially and stay away from
message integrity. Other methods have also been designed (but out of the scope of the
context) which ensure both confidentiality and message integrity such as CCM mode, EAX
mode and OCB mode. Here we will discuss only the basic modes of operation.
ELECTRONIC CODE BOOK(ECB)
The simplest of the modes is the Electronic Code Book(ECB) mode, in which the message is
divided into blocks of 64 bits, each block is encrypted separately. Same key is used for
encryption for all blocks in a message. This is defined by,
Ci=E (K, Pi) for i=1,2,3......., N.
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At the receiver end, the incoming data is divided into 64- bit blocks and by using the same
key as used for encryption, each block is decrypted to produce the corresponding plain text
block. This process is shown in the above figure.
The disadvantage of this method is that identical plaintext blocks are encrypted to identical
cipher text blocks, it does not hide data patterns. Thus, in some sense it doesn't provide
message confidentiality at all, and is not recommended for cryptographic protocols.
CIPHER-BLOCK CHAINING(CBC)MODE:
To overcome the deficiencies of EBC mode CBC mode was developed, which ensures that
even if a block of plain text repeats in the input, these two (or more) identical plain text
blocks yield totally different ciphertext blocks in the output. For this feedback mechanism is
used.
In the cipher-block chaining(CBC)mode, each block of plaintext is XORed with the previous
ciphertext block before being encrypted. This way, each ciphertext block is dependent on all
plaintext blocks up to that point. Also to make each message unique, an initialization vector
is used.

It is necessary that both sender and receiver know the initialization vector(IV) and should be
protected for maximum security. If the first block has index 1,the mathematical formula for
CBC encryption is
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The mathematical formula for CBC decryption is

CBC is the most commonly used mode of operation. It’s main drawback is that it is
sequential and cannot be parallelized (a possible solution is the use of counter mode).
CIPHER FEEDBACK(CFB)AND OUTPUT FEEDBACK(OFB)
The cipher feedback (CFB) and output feedback(OFB) modes make the block cipher into a
stream cipher. They generate key stream blocks, which are then XORed with the plaintext
blocks to get the ciphertext. With cipher feedback a key stream block is computed by
encrypting the previous ciphertext block.
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Output feedback generates te next key stream block by encrpting the previous keystream
block.
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COUNTER(CTR)MODE
CTR mode is also known as segmented Integer Counter(SIC)mode. Like OFB, counter mode
turns a block cipher into a stream cipher. It generates the next keystream block by encrypting
successive values of a "counter". The counter can be any simple function which produces a
sequence which is guaranted not to repeat for a longtime. CTR mode as very similar
characteristics to OFB, but also allows a random-access property for decryption and is
probably secure if the block cipher is strong. Note that nonce in this content is the same thing
as the initialization vector in the other contents. The IV/nonce and the counter can either be
concatenated, added or XORed together to produce actual unique counter block to encrypt.

LOCATION OF ENCRYPTION DEVICES
Encryption is the most common and the most powerful technique employed, in order to
respond to the threats posed on network security.
There are basically two types of encryption techniques that differ in, what is being encrypted
and location of encryption devices.
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They are:
1. Link encryption
2. End-to-End encryption
1. Link Encryption: In this technique, each of the exposed communication link is furnished
with an encryption device on its ends, thereby, securing all the traffic on all the
communication links. In a large network, the number of encryption devices used is large and
thus, provides a high level of security.
Drawback: Each time a message enters a packet switch, it should be decrypted .This is
required because the switch reads the address from the packet header, decrypts and transmits
it accordingly. Eventually, the message is exposed at each switch. The security of the
message becomes worse when using a public-packet switching network, and the user will
have no control over it.
2. End-to-End Encryption: In this scheme, the encryption device is located at the ends of
both the communicating systems. Encryption of data is carried out at the source terminal.
This encryption data is transmitted over the network, without performing any changes in
between and reaches the destination terminal. The data is then decrypted at the destination as
it shares the key with the source. Thus, the attacks on network links or switches can be
overcome and transmission can be secured by using End-to-End encryption technique.

Drawback: Consider a situation where a host connects to an X.25 packet-switching network
and transfers data to other host by setting up a virtual circuit between them. Such a network
transmits data across the network in the form of packets that consists of a header along with
the user data. The source terminal encrypts, either the complete packet or just the data potion
of the packet. If the complete packet is encrypted, the header portion of the packet is also
encrypted, the packet-switching mode cannot read the header. Eventually, it cannot route the
packet to the destination, which is the main drawback of this scheme.
To overcome this drawback, it requires a host that encrypts only data potion of the packet and
not the header portion, so that the swithes can read the header to route the packet. Using only
the end-to-end encryption will make the user data secure, but the traffic pattern will be
vulnerable, if the header portions are not encrypted. For a high level of security to be
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employed, it is preferable to use both the end-to-end encryption and the link encryption
together.
When both of these encryption schemes are used, then source terminal uses the end-to-end
encryption key to encrypt only the data portion of the packet. Then, the link encryption key is
used to encrypt the entire packet. The packet traverses in an encrypted form and when it
reaches a packet switching mode, the packet is decrypted using the link encryption key in
order to read the header and route the packet to the next link. After reading the header, the
switch node will encrypt the entire packet again. Thus, the user data as well as the traffic
pattern are secured, except during the time when a packet is decrypted in the memory of a
packet switch, making the header portion of the packet vulnerable.
APPROACHES TO MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION
Authentication Requirements
The following attacks can be identified across a network. They are
1. Disclosure: Once the message is send, contents of message should not see by any one,
the appropriate cryptographic key must be used.
2. Traffic Analysis: In a connection-oriented application, the frequency and duration of
connection could be determined. In a connection – oriented or connection less
environment, the number and length of messages and traffic generated between parties
could be determined.
3. Masquerade: Insertion of messages into the network from a fraudulent source. The
creation of messages by an opponent to be true. To come from an authorized entity. It
has included fraudulent acknowledgements of message receipt (or) non-receipt by some
other than the messages recipient.
4. Content Modification: If any modifications of content messages, including Insertion,
deletion, transpositions.
5. Sequence Modification: The sequence of messages between parties, has been
modified, including insertion, deletions, and reordering.
6. Timing Modification: Replay of messages. In a connection-oriented application, an
entire session or sequence of messages could be a replay of some previous valid
session. The connection less (data from) application replayed an individual message.
7. Source Repudiation: Denial of transmission of message by source.
8. Destination Repudiation: Denial of receipt of message by destination.
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So message authentication is a procedure to verify that received messages come from the
given source and have not been altered. Message authentication may also verify sequencing
and timeless. A digital signature is an authentication technique that also includes measures
to counter repudiation by the source.
Authentication Functions
Any message authentication or digital signature, there are two basic type of authentication of
messages.
1.

The lower-level authentication.

2.

The higher-level authentication.

1.

The Lower-level authentication:

In lower-level authentication, some sort of

function is used to authentication of a message.
2.

The Higher-level authentication:

Protocol is used and that protocol enables a

receiver to check the authentication of a message.
The following are the types of functions that may be used to produce an authentication. These
are grouped into classes as follows:
a.

Message Encryption: Whenever the plaintext is converted into cipher text, the entire

message act as authentication.
b.

Message Authentication Code(MAC): A public function of the message and secret

key that generates a fixed-length value, used as the authentication.
c.

Hash Function: A public function that maps a message of any length hash value,

used as the authenticator.
Message Encryption
The analysis differs for symmetric encryption and public key encryption. Encrypted
message itself provide authentication.
Symmetric Encryption: Consider the figure for symmetric encryption message M
transmitted from source A to destination B which is encrypted using a secrete key k, again it
is shared by A and B. It is compulsory that the two parties should have secret key.
If one of them does not know, then they cannot recover the plaintext of the message.
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Figure: Basic Uses of Message Encryption
A MAC, is also known as a cryptographic checksum, is generated by a function C of the
MAC = Ck(M).
from where M is a variable-length message, K is a secret key shared only by sender and
receiver and Ck(M) is the fixed-length authenticator. The MAC is appended to the message at
the source at a time when the message is assumed or known to be correct. The receiver
authenticates that message by recomputing the MAC.
Public Key Encryption: Public key encryption provides confidentiality but not
authentication. Figure below shows public key encryption with confidentiality in message
encryption.

Figure: Public Key Encryption(Confidentiality)
 Source A has the public key PUb the destination B to encrypt message M. Because
only B has the corresponding private key PRb, only B can decrypt the message.


This method provides no authentication because any opponent could also use B’s

public key to encrypt a message, claiming to be A.


Figure below shows the message encryption in public key encryption with

authentication and signature.
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Figure: Public Key Encryption(Authentication)



A uses its private key to encrypt the message and B uses A’s public key to decrypt.



It provides authentication. The message must have come from A is the only party

that PRa.


It also provides digital signature. Only A could have constructed the cipher text

because only A possesses PRa. Not even B, the recipient could have constructed the cipher
text.


To provide both confidentiality and authentication. A can encrypt M first using its

private key, which provide the digital signature and then using B’s public key, which
provides confidentiality.


Figure below shows confidentiality, authentication and signature for public key

encryption.

Figure: Public Key Encryption


It provides confidentiality because of PUb.



Provides authentication and signature because of PRa.
Message Authentication Codes(MAC)

Message Authentication Code is nothing but the cryptographic checksum generated by a
function C. In general the MAC is represented by
MAC = Ck(M)
Where,
M = Message or Plain text
K = Secret key shared by sender and receiver
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Ck(M) = Fixed length authenticator.
The Message Authentication code is attached to the plain text for authentication check. At
the source side the MAC is attacked to the plain message M, then transmitted to the
destination. At the destination side the receiver calculates the MAC over the received
message M. Then the calculated MAC is compared with the received MAC. When both
are equal then the receiver feels that the message is from the authentication person.
Requirements for MACs :

1. An opponent is able to construct the message to watch the Messages
Authentication Code (MAC), even he doesn’t know the key K.
2.We need to prevent the brute force attack based on the chosen plain text. In brute force
attack the opponent attempts to discover the authentication key. In brute force attack the
opponent is not having the knowledge of the secret key but he knows the MAC. When he
knows the MAC, then he could try various message until finding one match for the given
key. The brute force method, on average needs 2n-1 attempts for finding the message that
satisfies the given MAC.
3.The authentication algorithm should not be weak with respect to the bits of the message.
If the authentication algorithm is weak the opponent could change the message M at the
know weak spots.

Message Authentication based on DES: The most widely used Messages Authentication
Code Function C is referred as Data Authentication Algorithm. The Data Authentication
algorithm is based on Data Encryption Standard (DES). The algorithm is defined by using
the cipher block-chaining mode of operation of the DES. The cipher block chaining mode
arrangement is shown below. For this arrangement we need IV(Initialization Vector of
zero) secret key (56 bits), message M to be authenticated. In this the message M is divided
into contiguous 64 bit blocks named P1 , P2, P3, ……….Pn. If the final block Pn is having
message length lesser than 64 bit, then we make the message length to be 64 bits padding
on the right side with zeros. By using the DES encryption algorithm and the secret key K,
the Data Authentication Code (DAC) is calculated as follows.
C1=Ek(P1 XOR IV)
C2=Ek(P2 XOR C1)
C3=Ek(P3 XOR C2)
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--------------------Cn=Ek(Pn XOR Cn-1)
The C is nothing but the Data Authentication Code (DAC). The entire block of Cn or the
left most M bits (16 = M = 64) of Cn to be used in the DAC.

Figure: Data Authentication Algorithm
Properties of Message Authentication Code :
1.

A MAC is a cryptographic checksum used for condensing the variable length message

m.
2. The MAC uses the secret key K for providing the authentication.
3. A MAC is a many to one function. That means more than one message processes the
same MAC.
4. Finding the message processes, the same MAC is very difficult.
Hash Function
The hash function is used to convert a large size input message M into a fixed size hash code
H(M). A hash value h is generated by a function H of the form h=H(M). Here m is the
original message and H(M) is the fixed size hash. value, the source appends the hash H(M) to
the original message M for authentication check. At the receiving side the destination system
will compute the hash code on the received message M for authentication check. the new
hash code is compared with the received hash function H(M). If the both are equal , the
receiver feels the coming message is form the authentication person.
properties a hash function H : we already know that the hash function is used to provide
authentication to the message. In this section we discuss the properties of the hash function
H.
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1. The hash H can be applied to the message M of any size.
2. the hash function provides fixed length block as the output.
3. The H(M) computation is relatively easy for an Message M. this easiness makes both
hardware and software implementations to be practical.
4. One-way property : For any give hash code h, it is in feasible to find M such that
H(M) = h.
5. Weak collision resistance : For the given message M it is infeasible to find a
message N M but H(M) = H(N).
6. Strong collision resistance : It is computationally infeasible to find a message pair
(M,N) such that H(M) = H (N). This is referred as strong collision resistance.
Simple Hash Function : In the simple hash function the message M is divided into L blocks
of n-bits. If the message M length is not exact Multiple of n, them padding the message with
stuffing bits at the end of the message M to make the length is multiple of n.
In simple hash function the input is processed one block at a time in iterative fashion to
produce as n bit hash function. The simple hash function uses bit-by-bit XOR operation on
every block for generating the hash code. The general hash code expression is given below.
H1 = mi1 + mi2 + mi3 +.........+ mil
Where Hi = im bit of the hash code I =i =n
l = number of n bit block in the input
mg = im bit in fm block I = i = n, I = j = L
+ = XOR operation
the arrangement of the simple hash function using bit wise XOR operations is shown below
Bit 1
Block 1

m11

Bit 2

Bit 3

……….

Bit n

m21

m31

..........

mn1

Block 2

m12

m22

m23

..........

mn2

Block 3

m13

m23

m33

..........

mn3

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

Block L

m1L

m2L

m3L

..........

mnL

h2

h3

..........

hn

Hash

Code h1
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(h)

The expression for each hash code is given below.
H1 = m11 XOR m12 XOR m13 XOR............XOR m1L
H2 = m21 XOR m22 XOR m23 XOR............XOR m2L
H3 = m31 XOR m32 XOR m33 XOR............XOR m3L
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
Hn = mn1 XOR mn2 XOR mn3 XOR............XOR mnL
This hash function provides hash provides hash output h = H(M) =h of n bit length. However,
with this simple hash algorithm we can easily find another input message n, which produces
same hash output H(M) =H(N).
Birthday Attacks: There are two Attacks against one-way Hash function.
1. For the given hash message H(M), the opponent would like to able to create another
message N such that H(M) H(N).
2. Collision: In this the opponent would like to find two random messages M and Mi
such that H(M) =H(M1). This attack is known as the birthday attack.
The birthday attack works as follows:
1. The sender A prepared the signed message by appending the appropriate m-bit MAC
and encrypts the MCA with the sender's private key (KR2).
2. The attacker generates 2nd variations on the message, all essential with the same
meaning.
3. The attacker generates 2nd variations on the fraudulent message to be substituted for
the original message.
4. Now the two sets of the message are compared to find a pair of message that produce
the same hash function. The probability of success is greater than 0.5.
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5. If no matter is found, additional fraudulent message are generated and compared until
a match is found.
6. The attacker attacks the sender's signature that is to be attached to the fraudulent
message has the same hash function and it will produce same signature. then the
attacker assures that the fraudulent message transmission is success event thought the
encryption key is not known.
SECURE OF HASH FUNCTION AND HMAC
The attacks on hash and MAC can be categorized into two types.
Brute force attack
Cryptanalysis
Brute force attack: Brute force attack is the process of trying every possible key one by one
checks whether the resulting plain text is meaningful.
For example : If sender is using a 16 bit as the key, attacker

prepares all the 2 16

possible keys and then apply those keys on the cipher text for getting the plain text.
Now we will discuss the brute force attack on the hash function and MAC separately.
Hash Function: The strength of the hash function against the brute force is on the length of
the hash code produced by the algorithms. Recall the properties of the hash function; those
will secure the hash function from brute force attack.
1. One-way property: For any given hash code h, it is infeasible to find M such that
H(M)=h.
2. Weak collisions resistance: For the given message M it is infeasible to find a message N
M but H (M) = H (N).
3. Strong collision resistance: It is computationally infeasible to find a message pair (M, N)
such that H (M) = H (N).

This is referred as strong collision resistance.

The following table gives the code length and the level of required for brute force attack.
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Property

Code length

Level of effort required

One way

n

2n

Weak collision resistance

n

2n

Strong collision resistance

n

2n/2

Message Authentication code: A brute force attack on the MAC is a more difficult to
undertake because it requires the known message MAC pairs. To attack the hash function the
opponent proceeds in the following way. Given a message x with n bit hash code h= H(x), the
brute force attacker pick a random bit of string y and then check H(x) = X(y) the following
property provides the security to the MAC.
Computation resistance: For given text MAC pairs (x, CK (xi)), it is infeasible to compute a
text pair (x, C k (x)) for any new input x = xi.
Cryptanalysis: Cryptanalysis is the science of recovering the plain text of a message without
accessing the key. Successful cryptanalysis may recover the plaintext or the key, In this
section how we are providing the security to the hash function and MAC from cryptanalysis.

Cryptanalysis for Hash function: Before moving to the security provision to the hash
function first we will look at the overall structure of a typical secure hash function. The
structure of the secure hash code is shown below

IV = initial value
CV = chaining Variable
Yi = ith input block
F = Compression algorithm
n = Number of input blocks
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/ = Length of hash code (n-bits)
// = Length input block (b-bits)

In this the hash function takes the input messages Y and that is to be divided into n-blocks of
fixed size of b-bits each. The blocks are named as Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3,……….. Yn-1. If the last
block size is lesser than b-bits then padding the last block with some stuffing message in
order to make the length equal to b-bits. Dividing blocks to fixed size makes difficult to the
intruder for identifying the order of the incoming messages. The hash function algorithms
uses the compression function f, this function takes two inputs and generate n-bit output. At
the first
Stage the compression function takes the initial value and Y0 as the inputs and produces CV 1
as output. The output from the last compression function is nothing but the hash value. The
expression of the hash function are summarized below.
CV0 = IV initial hash value (n-bits)
CV1 = f (CVi-1, Yi-1) for 1 = I = n
H(Y) = C V n where Y = Y0,Y1 ,Y2,…….Y n.
If the compression function is collision resistant then we use the final hash function H(Y) to
protect message of any length. When the cryptanalysis tries to produce the collision in the
compression function, first he is supposed to focus on the internal structure of f. In symmetric
block ciphers the compression function f consists of rounds of processing so it makes the
cryptanalyst to analyse the internal structure of the compression.
Cryptanalysis for Message Authentication Code: There is more variety in the structure of
the MAC than in the hash function. So, it is difficult to generalize the cryptanalysis of the
MAC.
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UNIT-III
Public Key Cryptography
Public Key Cryptography:
There are two most difficult problems which are associated
with symmetric encryption. They are key distribution and digital signatures. The concept of
public key cryptography has been evolved to attack the two problems. They are key
distribution and digital signature. The key distribution under symmetric encryption requires
any one of the two points that two communications already share a key which was
distributed to them the use of a key distribution center.
The second problem associated with symmetric encryption is digital signature. To make
digital signature widespread use for both military and commercial and private purpose
electronic message and documents should need the signature which we are equivalent to
signature which is paper document.
Public-key Cryptosystem:
Public key algorithm replay on one key for encryption and a different but related key
for decryption. These algorithm have the following important characterstics.It is
computationally
infeasible to determine the decryption key given only the knowledge of cryptography
algorithm and the encryption key.
In addition some algorithm such as RSA also exhibit the following characterstics . Either of
the two related key can be used for decryption .
A public key encryption scheme has six ingredients. They are shown below.
Figure : Public key Cryptography
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Plaintext: This is the readable message or data that is fed into the algorithm as input.
Encryption algorithm: The encryption algorithm performs various transformations on the
plaintext.
Public and private keys: This is a pair of keys that have been selected so that if one is used
for encryption, the other is used for decryption. The exact transformations performed by the
algorithm depend on the public or private key that is provided as input.
Ciphertext: This is the scrambled message produced as output. It depends on the plaintext
and the key. For a given message, two different keys will produce two different ciphertexts.
Decryption algorithm: This algorithm accepts the ciphertext and the matching key and
produces the original plaintext.
The essential steps are the following:
1. Each user generates a pair of keys to be used for the encryption and decryption of
messages.
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2. Each user places one of the two keys in a public register or other accessible file. This is
the public key. The companion key is kept private. As Figure 9.1a suggests, each user
maintains a collection of public keys obtained from others.
3. If Bob wishes to send a confidential message to Alice, Bob encrypts the message using
Alice's public key.
4. When Alice receives the message, she decrypts it using her private key. No other recipient
can decrypt the message because only Alice knows Alice's private key. With this approach,
all participants have access to public keys, and private keys are generated locally by each
participant and therefore need never be distributed. As long as a user's private key remains
protected and secret, incoming communication is secure. At any time, a system can change its
private key and publish the companion public key to replace its old public key.
Let us take a closer look at the essential elements of a public-key encryption scheme, There is
some source A that produces a message in plaintext, X = [X1, X2,..., XM,]. The M elements
of X are letters in some finite alphabet. The message is intended for destination B. B
generates a related pair of keys: a public key, PUb, and a private key, PUb. PUb is known
only to B, whereas PUb is publicly available and therefore accessible by A.

Figure : Public key Cryptosystem
With the message X and the encryption key PUb as input, A forms the ciphertext Y = [Y1,
Y2,..., YN]:
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Y = E(PUb, X)
The intended receiver, in possession of the matching private key, is able to invert the
transformation:
X = D(PRb, Y)
An adversary, observing Y and having access to PUb but not having access to PRb or X,
must attempt to recover X and/or PRb. It is assumed that the adversary does have knowledge
of the encryption (E) and decryption (D) algorithms. If the adversary is interested only in this
particular message, then the focus of effort is to recover X, by generating a plaintext estimate
Often, however, the adversary is interested in being able to read future messages as well, in
which case an attempt is made to recover PRb by generating an estimate .
We mentioned earlier that either of the two related keys can be used for encryption, with the
other being used for decryption. This enables a rather different cryptographic scheme to be
implemented. Whereas the scheme illustrated in Figure : provides confidentiality, Figures
show the use of public-key encryption to provide authentication:
Y = E(PRa, X)
Y = E(PUa, Y)

Figure : Public key Cryptosystem
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In this case, A prepares a message to B and encrypts it using A's private key before
transmitting it. B can decrypt the message using A's public key. Because the message was
encrypted using A's private key, only A could have prepared the message. Therefore, the
entire encrypted message serves as a digital signature. In addition, it is impossible to alter the
message without access to A's private key, so the message is authenticated both in terms of
source and in terms of data integrity. In the preceding scheme, the entire message is
encrypted, which, although validating both author and contents, requires a great deal of
storage. Each document must be kept in plaintext to be used for practical purposes. A copy
also must be stored in ciphertext so that the origin and contents can be verified in case of a
dispute. A more efficient way of achieving the same results is to encrypt a small block of bits
that is a function of the document. Such a block, called an authenticator, must have the
property that it is infeasible to change the document without changing the authenticator. If the
authenticator is encrypted with the sender's private key, it serves as a signature that verifies
origin, content, and sequencing. Examines this technique in detail. It is important to
emphasize that the encryption process depicted in Figures does not provide confidentiality.
That is, the message being sent is safe from alteration but not from eavesdropping. This is
obvious in the case of a signature based on a portion of the message, because the rest of the
message is transmitted in the clear. Even in the case of complete encryption, as shown in
Figure, there is no protection of confidentiality because any observer can decrypt the message
by using the sender's public key.It is, however, possible to provide both the authentication
function and confidentiality by a double use of the public-key scheme:
Z = E(PUb, E(PRa, X))
X = D(PUa, E(PRb, Z)

Public Key Cryptography algorithms(RSA,DIFFIE-HELLMAN,DSS)
RSA Public Key Algorithm :
RSA stands for Rivest-Shamir-Adleman.RSA algorithm scheme implemented generalpurpose approach to public key encryption.
The RSA scheme is a block cipher in which plain text and cipher text are integers between
„0‟ and n-1 for „n‟. A typical size for „n‟ is 1024 bits or 309 decimal digits.
DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM:
The scheme developed by RSA algorithm makes use of an expression with numerical plain
text is encrypted in blocks with each block having a binary value less than some number „n‟,
i.e., block size must be <=log2(n);The block size is „k‟ in bits where 2k<n<=2k+1.Encryption
and decryption are of the following form for some plaintext block M and cipher text block 'C'
Cipher text, C= Me mod n
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Plain text, M= Cd mod n
= (Me)d mod n
=Med mod n
Both sender and receiver must know the value of „n‟. The sender knows the value of „e‟ and
receiver knows the value of „d‟ .Thus this is a public key encryption algorithm with
Public key pair, Pu = {e, n} and
Private key pair, Pr= {d, n}
(a) It is possible to find values of e, d, n such that Med=M mod n for all M<n.
(b) It is relatively easy to calculate me and cd for all values of M<n.
(c) It is infeasible to determine 'd' given 'e' and 'n'.
Focus on the first requirement and consider the other questions later. We
need to find a relationship of them.
Med=M mod n.
According to the Euler‟s theorem
•

Given two numbers p, q are prime.

•

Calculate ‟n‟ where n=p* q.

•

Calculate Ø(n) where Ø(n)=(p-1) (q-1) where Ø(n) is the Euler totient function.

•

Generate „e‟ value such that GCD (Ø(n),e) =1 where „e‟ is public key value and 1<e<
Ø.

•

Determine „d‟ where d=e-1mod Ø(n)
d=1/e mod Ø(n)
ed =1 mod Ø(n)
ed/ mod Ø(n)=1
ed mod Ø(n)=1
That is 'e' and 'd ' are multiplicative
inverses Ø(n)

•

Calculate Public key pair, Pu={e, n}

•

Calculate Private key pair, Pr={d, n}
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•

Cipher text, C=Me mod n

•

Plain text, M=Cd mod n.

Encryption
Plain text

M<n

Cipher text

C=Me mod n
Decryption

cipher text

c

plain text

M=Cd mod n

Example for the RSA Algorithm.
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Encryption and Decryption Algorithm in RSA: Both Encryption and Decryption in RSA
invoked raising an integer to an integer power, mod n. If the exponential is done over the
integers and the reduced modulo n, the intermediate values would be gargantuan. Making use
of property of modular arithmetic [(a mod n)*(b mod n)] mod n= (a*b)mod n.
Thus, we can reduce intermediate results modulo n. This makes the calculation to be practical
Another consideration is exponentiation because with RSA we are dealing with potentially
large exponents. To see how efficient it might be increased considered in order to compute
x16. A straight forward approach requires 15 multiplications.
X16=X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X*X.
However, we can achieve the same final result with any four multiplications if we repeatedly
take the square of each partial result, successively forming x2, x4 , x8, x16.
More generally suppose we wish to find the values am with 'a' and 'm' positive integers. We
express 'm' as a binary number bk ,bk-1.........b, then we have

m=Σ bi‡0 2 i
Therefore,
am= a(Σ bi‡0 2 i)= bi‡0 (a2i)

am mod n = [ bi‡0 (a2i)] mod n
=[ bi‡0 (a(2i)modn)] mod n
Therefore we can develop algorithm for computing a b mod n as shown below
C  0; d 1
For i  K down to 0
do C  2*C
d (d*d)mod n
if bi =1
then

C  C+1
d (d*a) mod n
return d.
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Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Scheme:
The first published public-key algorithm that defined public-key cryptography is generally
called as Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Many commercial products use this key exchange
technique.
The main purpose of the algorithm is to enable two users to exchange a key securely that can
then be used for subsequent encryption of messages. The algorithm is limited to the exchange
of the keys.
The Diffie-Hellman algorithm depends for its effectiveness on the difficulty of computing
discrete algorithm. Briefly we can define algorithm the following fashion.
First define a primitive root of a prime number „p‟ as one whose powers generate all the
integers from 1 to “p-1”. That is if „a‟ is a primitive root of the prime number „p‟ then the
numbers
a mod p, a2 mod p, …… ap-1 mod p
are distinct and consist of the integers from 1 to p-1 in some permutation.
For any integer „b‟ and a primitive root „a‟ of prime number p, we confined a unique
Exponent „i‟ such that
B=~ ai mod p where 0 < i < (p – 1)
The exponent „i‟ is referred to as a discrete algorithm or index of „a‟ for the base a mod p.
This value is expressed as inda, p (b).
Using this we can define Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme which is shown below
Global Public Elements

q
α

Prime Number
α < q and α primitive root of “q”
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User A key generation
Select private XA

XA < q

Calculate public YA YA = α XA mod q

User B Key Generation
Select private XB

XB < q

Calculate public YB YB = α XB mod q

Generation of Secret Key By User A
K =( YB )XA mod q

Generation of Secret key user B
K = (YA )XB mod q

In this scheme there are two publicly known numbers a prime number „q‟ and the users „A‟
and „B‟ wish to exchange a key. User „A‟ selects a random integer X A < q and computes YA
= αXA mod q.


Similarly user „B‟ independently selects a random integer X B < q and computes YB =
αXB mod q. Each side keeps the X value private and makes the „Y‟ value available
publicly to the other side. User „A‟ computes the key as K = ( Y B)XA mod q and user
„B‟ computes the key as K = (YA)XB mod q. these two calculations produce identical
results.
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K = ( YB)XA mod q
(αXB mod q)XA mod q
(αXB)XA mod q
αXBXA mod q
(αXA)XB mod q
(αXA mod q)XB mod q
(YA)XB mod q
The result is that the two sides have exchanged a secret key. In addition to this since XA and
XB are private an opponent only has the following ingredients to work with : q, α, YA and YB.
The opponent is forced to take a discrete algorithm to determine the key. For example
attacking the secret key of user „5‟ the opponent must compute.
XB = ind α , q(YB).
The opponent can then calculate the key „K‟ in the same manner as user „B‟ calculates it. The
security of Diffie-Hellman key to calculate exponential modules a prime and very difficult to
calculate discrete algorithm is considered infeasible.
Digital signature standard(DSS)Approach:
DSS makes use of an algorithm that is digital signature function. Encryption(or) key
exchange cannot be used in DSS but RSA can be used for encryption (or)key exchange. The
following figure different with the DSS approach for producing digital signature to that used
with RSA approach, the message to be signed is input to a hash function that produces a
secret hash code of fixed length. The hash code is again encrypted with help of the sender‟s
private key to form the signature. Both the message and the signature are then transmitted.
The message is fetched by the recipient and produces a hash code. The recipient also decrypts
the signature with the help of the sender‟s public key. If the calculated hash code matches the
decrypted signature, then only the signature is accepted as valid. Because sender only knows
about that private key. Only the sender could have generated a valid signature.
The DSS approach also make use of hash function. The hash code is provided as input to a
signature functions along with a random number 'k' generated for this particular signature.
The signature function is also depends on the sender‟s private key(KR) and set of parameter
know to a group of communicating principles l. So consider this set to constitute a global
public key KUo. The result is a signature consisting of two components labelled 'S' and 'r' .
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Comment [1]:

Fig: RSA Approach and DSS Approach
As the receiving end, the hash code of the incoming message is generated. This plus the
signature is input to a verification function. The verification function is also depends on the
global public key as well as the sender‟s public key(KU) which is paired with the sender‟s
private key. The output of the verification function is a value that is equal to the signature
component 'r' . If the signature is valid. The signature function is such that any sender with
knowledge of the private key can have produce the valid signature.
DIGITAL SIGNATURES:
The most vital development from the work of pubic-key cryptography is the digital signature.
This digital signature provides a set of security capabilities that could be difficult to
implement in any other way.
Requirements of Digital Signature:
Message authentication protects two parties who exchange messages from any third party.
But it does not protect against each other. More forms of dispute between the two are
possible.
Suppose „A‟ sends an authenticated message to „B‟ using one of the schemes as shown
below. The following disputes could arise.
(a)

(b)

„B‟ may forge a different message and claim that it came from „A‟.‟B‟ would
simply have to create a message and append an authentication code using the key
that „A‟ and „B‟ share.
„A‟ can deny sending the message, because it is possible for „B‟ to forge a
message. There is no way to provide that „A‟ did infact send the message. Both
points above are of legitimate concern.

Example of the first point is as shown below.
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An electronic funds transfer takes place and the receiver increases the amount of funds
transferred and claims that the larger amount had arrived from the sender. An example of the
second scenario is that an electronic mail message contains instructions to a stock broker for
a transaction that subsequently turns out badly. The sender pretends that message was never
sent.
In cases where there is no complete trust between sender and receiver something more than
authentication is needed. The most attractive solution to this problem is digital signature. The
digital signature is similar in some of ways to the handwritten signature. It must have the
following properties.
(a)
(b)
(c)

It must verify the author and the data and time of the signature.
It must authenticate the contents at the time of the signature.
It must be verifiable by third parties to resolve disputes.

So therefore digital signature function includes authentication function. From the above
three properties, we can formulate the following requirements for a digital signature.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

The signature must be a bit pattern that depends on the message being signed.
The signature must see some information unique to the sender, to prevent both
forgery and denial.
It should be relatively easy to produce the digital signature.
It should be relatively easy to recognize and verify the digital signature.
It must be computationally infeasible to forge a digital signature, either by
constructing a new message for an existing digital signature or by constructing a
fraudulent digital signature for a given message.
It should be practical to keep a copy of the digital signature in storage.

A variety of approaches have been proposed for the digital signature function. These
approaches are of two types. They are direct and arbitrated.
Direct Digital Signature:
The direct digital signature involves only the communicating parties (source, destination).
It is assumed that the destination knows the public key of the source.A digital signature
can be formed by encypting the entire message with the sender‟s private key(or)by
encypting a hash code the message with the sender‟s private key.
Confidentiality can be provided by further encypting the entire message plus signature
with either the receiver‟s public key(public-key encyption)or a shared secret
key(symmetric encryption).Here signature function is performed first and then an outer
confidentiality function is performed.In case of dispute some third party must view the
message and its signature.If the signature is calculated on as encrypted message then the
third party also needs access to the description key to read the original message.But if the
signature is the inner operation then the recipient can store the plaintext message and its
signature for later use in dispute resolution.All direct schemes share a common
weakness.The validity of the scheme depends on the security of the sender‟s private
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key.If a sender later wishes to deny sending a particular message the sender can claim that
the private key was stolen or lost and that some one use forged his or her
signature.Administrative controls relating to the security of private keys can be employed
to prevent from gapping or at least weaken,but the threat is still there,at least to some
degree one example is to require every signed message to include a timestamp(data and
time)and to require prompt reporting of compromised keys to a central authority.
But there is another threat i.e., some private key might actually be stolen from ‟X‟ at time
„T‟. The opponent can be then sent a message signed with X‟s signature and stamped with
a time before (or) equal to „T‟.

CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY AND KEY MANAGEMENT :
Now we are focusing on key management related to public key cryptography. Public key
systems are much slower the private key systems because the nature of different keys. So in
general key system is often used for short data and mainly for signature and key distribution.
In key distribution one party choose the key and transmit the key to other user. Key
agreement is protocol like thing such two parties jointly establish secret key over public
communication channel. Key distribution of public key cryptography can be used in different
manner. One is the distribution of public keys and other one is usage of public-key encryption
to distribute secret keys.
PUBLIC KEY DISTRIBUTION:
There are several proposals for distribution of public keys. Some of them are:
1.Public announcement of public keys
2.Publicly available directory
3.Publicly key authority
4.Publicly key certificates
Public Announcement of Public Keys:
One of the easiest method is announcement of the public keys by using broadcast or some
other technique. Any body that is using R.S.A algorithms uses these keys for sending and
receiving contentes. Mainly users of Preety Good Privacy are beneficial. This approach looks
good but there is no control on the public keys. Every body announcing their keys means
where these are stored and how can the other-end people can know. Like this several
problems occur. There is a lot of scope for intruders to open the authenticated message
because those are not having any confidentiality. The following diagram shows the public
announcement of keys and uncontrolled.
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For one source key you are observed in the above diagram, if there are more, just think how
difficult to control them. This is simple one because it involved publish the public key is
using news groups, yellow-book etc. As we have seen it is not secure although it is
convenient. For example, user is pretends to be A, then then all messages that are transmitted
for A can be readable by B. So, major weakness is forgery. Anyone can create a key claiming
to be someone else and third party or masquerade as claimed valid user. Public
announcement of public key is not a feasible solution.
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DIRECTORY:
Alternative solution to public announcement of public keys is instead of announcement of
public keys directly to all better to keep them directory that is available publicly. Here one
can obtain greater security by registering key with a public directory. The directory must be
trusted with the following properties:







Can contain name and public key entries
Participants register securely with the public directory
All participants has a chance to replace keys at any time
This directory is periodically published so that modifications can be seen by others
Public directory should be available so all users and can be accessed by
electronically
But here also there is a chance of vulnerable to tempering or forgery because these
keys can be accessed at any time and there is no authorized control over the
directory. The following diagram shows the public key directory.

PUBLIC KEY AUTHORITY:
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Public key directory is a good scheme of solution than public announcement. To overcome
the drawbacks of public key directory are simply we add control over distribution of keys
which results for next scheme of public key distribution that is public-key Authority.
This improves security by tightening control over distribution of keys from directory Public
key authority has all the properties of public key directory and it requires users to know
public key for the directory. Once they known then users interact with directory to obtain and
desired public key but this is done in more securely. Key transmission is done is encrypted
from which was not done in public key directory. It does require real-time access to directory
when keys are needed. It involves more distribution in nature.

Steps involved in public key authority for requesting keys are as follows:
Step-1 : Request for B‟s Public key: When A and B involving communication first A wants
to send some data to B, so first it request public key authority for B‟s public key. This request
is passed along with Time Stamp information (Request || Time1).
Step-2 : Public key of B: After receiving the request from A, public key authority sends the
public key of B to the party A in encrypted form. This encryption is done using private key of
public key authority and corresponding public key known to party A, because A is a
registered user. Information in the encrypted form is public key of B that is KU request of A
and Time 1 of A‟s request.
(EKR authority (KU || Request || Time 1))
Step-3 : Encrypted form of Nonce 1(from A to B): Party A decrypted the message from
public key authority and with the help of public key of B it sends some Nonce information to
the destination B along with identification of A. Nonce is used for identification of
transaction uniquely. Total transaction is encrypted by using public key of B. After receiving
B decrypt the message by using its own private key KR and identifies that message is from
A*.
(EKU (identification A || Nonce 1))
Step-4 : Request of for A‟s Public key:
Now B also wants to establish a connection with A but it does not known about the public
key of A. Then B request public key authority for the public key of A. Request send along
with the time information (Request || Time 2)
Step-5 : Public key of B : After receiving the request from B, public key authority sends the
public key of A to the party B in encrypted form. This encryption is done using private key of
public key authority and corresponding public key known to party B, because B is also a
registered user. Information is the encrypted form in public key of A that is KU Request of B
and Time 2 of B‟s request.
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(EKR authority (KU || Request* || Time 2))
Step-6 : Encrypted for of Nonce 2 (from B to A): Now B‟s message of Nonce 2 is sent to
party in encrypted form. This encryption is done with the help of public key of A. Previous
Nonce 1 of A is also again paused with this new Nonce 2. Purpose of passing of Nonce 1 is
assures A that the correspondent is B.
(Eku (Nonce 1 || Nonce 2)).
Step-7: Confirmation Using Nonce2 : Finally A‟s confirmation message that to start is given
to B. This message contains only Nonce 2 in encrypted form. Encryption is done by using
public key of B.
(Eku (Nonce 2)).
There is a need of seven messages are required for establishing connection. First four
messages are needed for both parties public key. Once they obtained these keys they store
them so for next transaction there is no need of these steps. But this schemes has some
drawbacks. Main drawback is public key authority itself. If authority is vulnerable to
tempering then it is a problem for user‟s authentication.

PUBLIC KEY CERTIFICATES:
A new approach for the alternative for public key authority is issuing public key
certification.
Here major requirements are:






Any user can read certificate, determine name and public key of the owner
certificate.
Any user can create and update certificate.
Only certificate authority can create and update certificate.
Any user can verify the time-stamp or currency of certificate to avoid reuse of key.

Scheme certificate is as follows:
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Public key certificate allow key exchange without real-time access to public key authority. A
certificate binds identify to its public key. This identify usually related with other information
such as period of validity user rights etc. All these contents signed by a trusted public key
party that is certificate authority. This signature can be verified by any one who knows public
key of certificate authority. Certificate information given to a party A contains time of
signatures, identification of A along with the public key of A for confirmation purpose. All
this sent to A in encrypted form, and encryption done using private key of certificate
authority.(CA = EKR authority (KU || Identification A || Time 1)).
Party A knows the public key of certificate authority and it can decrypt the information.
When this information passed to any other users they can also decrypt because they know the
public key of certificate authoriy.
X-509 AUTHENTICATION SERVICE
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x-509 is a part of x-500 authentication service.x-500 & x-509 are two directories maintained
in a Digital certificates.
Here we have 3 versions v1, v2, v3.
From figure:version:In version for x-509 authentication service we have 3 versions. Now presently we are using
version v1, later we may use version v2 and version v3. Up to now we did not used issue
unique identified and extensions hence we are in v1. further we may use in v2 & v3.
Certificate serial number:There are so many certificates. each and every certificate contain the corresponding
number i.e. certificate serial number in order to generate the certificates.
Signature algorithm Identifier:In order to generate digital Certificate we use 2 keys. They are
1) public key 2) private key
Here we are using some algorithms called signature algorithm identifier. Depending on the
algorithm we are selecting parameters.
Issuer name:The person who is issuing the certificate is known as issuer name.
Example: x-500 is a issuer name.
Period of validity:As each certificate must contain time period i.e. when it is printed up to it is valid.
Subject name:For which purpose we are generating the certificate is called as subject name.
Subject key information:Algorithm which is used for the public and private key here it is public consists parameters
and key. If we use previous private key, now we are using public key.
Issuer unique identifier and subject unique Identifier:These
two things we are not using in version v1 further we may use remaining.
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Extensions:if any certificate include any extensions we can extent only after v2 and v3 but now it is not
possible. After the completion of 10 more years we include some more parameters, here we
provide space.
Signature:At last digital signature use algorithm which may consists particular parameters. If a person is
producing digital signature he must have certification Authority.
The signature algorithm consists of algorithm parameters and encrypted hash.
-->Authentication service i.e.
CA<< x >>
The meaning is the document x is signed by certificate authority.
CA= {V, Sn ,IS,T,S,P}
These things mentioned in certificate.
How do we can obtain the certificate?
Certificate Authority provides the encryption. A certificate authority must and should
maintain the two keys.
1) Public key :-This public key is given to users.
2) Private key:-used by certificate authority for issue of certificate.
CA -he is responsible to issue the certificate.it is use for checking it is belonging to you or not
i.e. the CA is original or not . First user see whether it is original or not then he request the
CA, he provide the certification.
Hierarchy of Authority Certificate:

Here A, B are the users and remaining all are CA.
If suppose B want to share x‟s public key then N<<M>>M<<Y>>Y<<V>>V<<U>>U<<X>>
similarly for remaining also. The hierarchy won‟t be useful if there are multiple users and
multiple certificates belongs to one CA.
If multiple users have multiple certificates want different multiple CA then it generates
hierarchy.
For every user to check the CA they must contain the CA public key and private key is used
in order to generate the certification authority for the corresponding users.
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Example:
Consider a hierarchy
X
|
Y
|
Z
These certificates authorities are of different types they are:
1.forward and backword
X
\backword
Y
\forward
z
here there are two possibilities are there they are forward and backward and y is
requesting to the parent and child.
If authority is from parent to child, then it is forward. If it is from child to parent then it is
backward.
If there are multiusers having multiple certifications then users can‟t communicate with them.
user
certification
A

x

B

y

C

z

If A is having the corresponding public key of x, then he is ready to get certificate, similarly
If A and B want to communicate they can‟t communicate because a don‟t know x and B they
both can be able to use but can‟t provide the digital signature that Is A can read the
certificates of A and B can read the certificate of A, but they cannot provide certificates.
How they are ready to get the public key between certificate authority:-
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Assume A and B are the users and x and y are certificates .if A had x and B had y,if A want y
public key they won‟t be able to get directly.

If A want y‟s public key x<<y>>y<<B>>.
If B want x‟s public key y<<x>>x<<A>>.
X may be getting the signature of x, a is getting signature from x.
A and B exchanges their public key in between the certificates.
If we increase multiple CA and multiple no of users then automatically keys will increase
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Here A,B are the users and remaining all are CA.
If suppose B want to share x‟s public key then N<<M>>M<<Y>>Y<<V>>V<<U>>U<<X>>
similarly for remaining also.

Certificate Revocation:
All certificates have a period of validity that shows the expiry date. They may
need to revoke before expiry date. They may need to revoke before expiry otherwise key
becomes useless.
Also creates other problems like uses private key is going to be compromise and user is no
longer certified by this certificate authority. Another important problem is Certificate
authority‟s certificate is also may be compromised.
Certificate authority maintain a list of revoked certificates in the Certificate
Revocation List (CRL). Always better users to check the Certificates with Certificate
Authority‟s Certification Revocation List (CRL).
To revoke a Certificate there is a need of private key together with the certificate to
revoke it. The revocation is recorded at the directory. Every time when a Certificate is arrived
verify the directory to check if that certificate is revoked or not. Certificate revocation list is
shown in figure 6.14:
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FIGURE 6.14 Certificate Revocation List(CRL)
Each revoked Certificate essentially contains two values one is user Certificate and another
one id Date Revocation.

X.509 AUTHENTICATION SERVICE VERSION3:
Version2 X.509 not giving all the required information that is suitable for latest applications.
The following requirements are not satisfied by this version2.
1)Subject field is insufficient for many applications and also to identity of a key owner to
a public key user.
2)Missing of security policy of information.
3)There is need to limit the damage when attacked by malicious certificate authority.
4)Separate identification mechanism is required for finding the same user when uses
different keys.

A more flexible approach given in version 3 instead of adding fields, that is nothing but
extensions fields. Number of optional parameters can be added to this extensions field.figure
6.18 shoes format of x.509 version 3.
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People using version2 are recognized that additional information is needed in a
certificate when sending mails, or policy details. Rather then explicitly naming new fields
defined a general extension method.In general extension consists of
1)Extension identifier,
2)Critically indicator and
3)Extension values
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UNIT-4
PGP/MIME

PRETTY GOOD PRIVACY
INTRODUCTION
Pretty Good Privacy(PGP) is high-security cryptographic software application which allows
people to exchange messages or file with privacy(confidentiality) , authentication and integrity.
PGP can also be used to encrypt and apply digital signature for e-mail. PGP was developed by
Zimmermann in the 1990’s and first version was released on Internet in 1991.Because of legal
issues for usage of RSA, it was purchased by Via-Crypt an RSA licensed company in 1993 and
released again in 1994. In 1998 it was purchased by Network Association. PGP v2.6.2 is the
current version for DOS/UNIX platforms for use within the US.
Zimmermann was developed PGP and he has done the following things(features):
Best available cryptographic algorithms used as building blocks.
Integrate these algorithms into a general-purpose application.
It is independent of operating system and processor.
Simple commands to use.
Make total documentation including source code freely available via the Internet.
There are number of reasons that make the PGP to use widely. Some of them are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PGP is freeware, but also commercial available.
Operating system independent and run on Windows/Unix/Macintosh etc
Used popular and standard algorithms like RSA, DSS, IDEA.
Wide range of applications.
One of major reason is it was not controlled by any governmental or standard
organisation.

Notations:
Most of the notation used in this chapter has been used before, but a few terms are new. It is
perhaps best to summarize those at the beginning. The following symbols are used:
Ks

=

Session key used in symmetric encryption scheme

PR a

=

Private key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme

PU a

=

Private key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme

EP

=

Public-key encryption

DP

=

Private-key decryption

EC

=

Symmetric encryption
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DC

=

Symmetric decryption

H

=

Hash Function

||

=

Concatenation

Z

=

Compression using ZIP algorithm

R64

=

Conversion to radix 64 ASCII format

Important services in PGP
1.Authentication
2.Confidentiality
Authentication:

Fig: PGP Operation- Authentication

Steps:
1. Sender creates message.
2. Use SHA-1 to generate 160-bit hash of message.
3. Signed hash with RSA using sender's private key, and is attached to message.
4. Receiver uses RSA with sender's public key to decrypt and recover hash code.
5. Receiver verifies received message using hash of it and compares with decrypted hash code.

Confidentiality :
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Fig: PGP Operation- Confidentiality

Steps:
Sender:
Generates message and a random number (session key) only for this message.
1. Encrypts message with the session key using AES, 3DES, IDEA or CAST-128.
2. Encrypts session key itself with recipient’s public key using RSA.
3. Attaches it to message.
Receiver:
1. Recovers session key by decrypting using his private key
2. Decrypts message using the session key
Confidentiality service provides no assurance to the receiver as to the identity of sender (i.e. no
authentication). Only provides confidentiality for sender that only the recipient can read the
message (and no one else)

Confidentiality & Authentication :

 can use both services on same message
Create signature & attach to message.
Encrypt both message & signature.
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Attach RSA encrypted session key.
It is called authenticated confidentiality.
PGP Operation – Compression
As a default, PGP compresses the message after applying the signature but
before encryption. This has the benefit of saving space both for e-mail
transmission and for file storage. The placement of the compression algorithm,
indicated by Z for compression and Z1 for decompression is critical. The
compression algorithm used is ZIP.
The signature is generated before compression for two reasons:
1. so that one can store only the uncompressed message together with
signature for later verification
2. Applying the hash function and signature after compression would constrain all PGP
implementations to the same version of the compression algorithm as the PGP
compression algorithm is not deterministic.
Message encryption is applied after compression to strengthen
cryptographic security. Because the compressed message has less
redundancy than the original plaintext, cryptanalysis is more difficult.
PGP Operation – Email Compatibility
When PGP is used, at least part of the block to be transmitted is encrypted,
and thus consists of a stream of arbitrary 8-bit octets. However many
electronic mail systems only permit the use of ASCII text. To accommodate
this restriction, PGP provides the service of converting the raw 8-bit
binary stream to a stream of printable ASCII characters. It uses radix-64
conversion, in which each group of three octets of binary data is mapped into four ASCII
characters. This format also appends a CRC to detect transmission errors. The use of radix 64
expands a message by 33%, but still an overall compression of about one-third can be achieved.
R-64 CONVERSION

Radix 64 conversion is a scheme that PGP uses to convert the raw 8-bit binary scheme to a
stream of printable ASCII characters. This expands a message by 33%, but the session key and
signature portions of the message are relatively compact, and the plaintext message has been
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compressed.
It also blindly converts the input stream to radix-64 format regardless of the content, even if the
input happens to be ASCII text.
R64-CONVERSION
R64 conversion used in Email Application:
Most email mail systems only permit the use of blocks consisting of ASCII text, so PGP must
provide a service (Radix-64, or R64) of converting the raw 8-bit binary stream to a stream of
printable ASCII characters. The reason R64 conversion is useful for an email application is
because it blindly converts the input stream to radix-64 format regardless of the content, even if
the input happens to be ASCII text. In other words, if the message is signed (but not encrypted)
and the conversion is applied to the entire block, the output will still be unreadable to the casual
observer. This provides a certain degree of confidentiality.

PGP Operation - Segmentation/Reassembly

E-mail facilities often are restricted to a maximum message length. For example, many of the
facilities accessible through the Internet impose a maximum length of 50,000 octets. Any
message longer than that must be broken up into smaller segments, each of which is mailed
separately.
To accommodate this restriction, PGP automatically subdivides a message that is too large into
segments that are small enough to send via e-mail. The segmentation is done after all of the other
processing, including the radix-64 conversion. Thus, the session key component and signature
component appear only once, at the beginning of the first segment. Reassembly at the receiving
end is required before verifying signature or decryption
PGP Operations – Summary
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SEGMENTATION

Cryptographic Keys and Key Rings

PGP makes use of four types of keys: one-time session symmetric keys, public keys, private
keys, and passphrase-based symmetric keys. Three separate requirements can be identified with
respect to these keys:

1. a means of generating unpredictable session keys is needed. 2. a user is allowed to have
multiple public-key/private-key pairs. 3. Each PGP entity must maintain a file of its own
public/private key pairs as well as a file of public keys of correspondents.
PGP Session Keys
Each session key is associated with a single message and is used only for the purpose of
encrypting and decrypting that message. Random numbers are generated using the algorithm
specified in ANSI X12.17, with inputs based on keystroke input from the user, where both the
keystroke timing and the actual keys struck are used to generate a randomized stream of
numbers.
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Key Identifiers
In PGP, any given user may have multiple public/private key pairs. That means, a user
may have many public/private key pairs at his disposal. He wishes to encrypt or sign a message
using one of his keys. But, the problem of informing the other party, which key he has used
arises. Attaching the whole public key every time is inefficient. Rather PGP uses a key identifier
based on the least significant 64-bits of the key, which will very likely be unique. That is, the key
ID of public PUa is (PU a mod 264). Then only the much shorter key ID would need to be
transmitted with any message. A key ID is also required for the PGP digital signature.
PGP Message Format
A message consists of three components: the message component, a signature (optional),
and a session key component (optional).The message component includes the actual data to be
stored or transmitted, as well as a filename and a timestamp that specifies the time of creation.
The signature component includes the following:
Timestamp: The time at which the signature was made. Message digest: The 160-bit SHA-1
digest, encrypted with the sender's private signature key. Leading two octets of message digest:
To enable the recipient to determine if the correct public key was used to decrypt the message
digest for authentication, by comparing this plaintext copy of the first two octets with the first
two octets of the decrypted digest. These octets also serve as a 16-bit frame check sequence for
the message. Key ID of sender's public key: Identifies the public key that should be used to
decrypt message digest and, hence, identifies the private key that was used to encrypt the
message digest
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KEY IDENTIFIERS:
It is possible to have more than one public key/private key per user.Each one therefore needs an
id of some kind.The key id associated with each public key consists of its least significant 64
bits.i.e..,the key id of public key KUa is (KUa mod 2pow(64)).This is a sufficient length that the
probability of duplicate key id’s is very small.A key id is also used for the PGP digital signature
as the sender may use one of a number of private keys to encrypt the message digest and the
recipient must know which one used.
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KEY RINGS:
Key id’s are critical to the operation of PGP .From the above figure ,it can be seen that two key
id’s are included in any PGP message that provides both confidentiality and authentication.
These keys need to be stored and organized in a systematic way for the efficient and effective
use by all parties. The scheme used in PGP is to provide a pair of data structure at each node, one
to store the public key/private key pairs owned by that node and one to store the public keys of
other users known at this node. These data structures are referred to, respectively as the private
key ring and the public key ring. Here we can view the ring as a table where each row represents
one of the private/public key pairs owned by this user. Each row contains the following:






TIMESTAMP: The date/time when this key pair was generated.
KEY ID: The least significant 64 bits of the public key for this entry.
PUBLIC KEY: The public key portion of the pair.
USER ID: Typically a user’s e-mail address.
The private key ring can be indexed by either user id or key id or both. However for
security the value of the key is not stored in the key ring but and encrypted version of it
which requires a pass phrase to decrypt. As with all passphrase schemes ,the security of
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this method depends on the strength of the passphrase.The following figure shows PGP
message generation.

The session key component includes the session key and the identifier of the recipient's public
key that was used by the sender to encrypt the session key. The entire block is usually encoded
with radix-64 encoding.
PGP TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION
Generic Diagrams:
To accommodate this restriction, PGP automatically subdivides a message that is too
large into segments that are small enough to sent via e-mail. The segmentation is done
after all the other processing, including the radix-64 conversion. Thus the session key
component and signature component appear only once, at the beginning of the first
segment. At the receiving end, PGP must strip off all e-mail headers and reassemble the entire
steps.
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PGP Notations:
Ks =session key used in symmetric encryption scheme
PRa =private key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme
PUa =public key of user A, used in public-key encryption scheme
EP = public-key encryption
DP = public-key decryption
EC = symmetric encryption
DC = symmetric decryption
H = hash function
|| = concatenation
Z = compression using ZIP algorithm R64 =
conversion to radix 64 ASCII format
PGP Transmission:
First consider meassage transmission and assume that the message is to both signed and
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encrypted.The sending PGP entity performs the following steps.

• Timestamp: The date/time when this key pair was generated.
• Key ID: The least significant 64 bits of the public key for this entry.
• Public Key: The public-key portion of the pair.
• Private key: The private-key portion of the pair.
• User ID: Typically a user’s e-mail address.

PGP message generation & Transmission has following steps:


Signing the message.



Encrypting the message

Singning the Message:
a. PGP retrieves the sender’s private key from the private key ring using your user id as an
index. If your user id was not provided in the command, the first private key on the ring
is retrieved.
b. PGP prompts the user for the passphrase to recover the unencrypted private key.
c. The signature component of the message is constructed
Encrypting the Message:
a. PGP generates a session key and encrypts the message.
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b. PGP retrieves the recepient public key from the public-key ring using her user id as an
index.
c. Th session key component of the message is constructed.
PGP Reception:
Next consider message reception and assume that the message is to both decrypted and
authenticating the message. The receiving PGP entity performs the following steps.

PGP message receptions has following steps:


Decrypting the message



Authenticating the message

Decrypting the message:
a. PGP retrieves the reciever's private key from the private-key ring, using the key ID field
in the session key component of the message as an index.
b. PGP prompts the user for the passphrase to recover the unencrypted private key.
c. PGP then recovers the session key decrypts the message.
Authenticating the message:
a. PGP retrieves the Sender’s public key from the public-key ring, using the key ID field in
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the signature key component of the message as an index.
b. PGP recovers the transmitted message digest.
c. PGP computes the message digest for the received message and compares the transmitted
message digest to authenticate.

PGP Trust Model
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a free public -key cryptographic system created by Phil

Zimmermann in 1991 . It uses widely recognized and reviewed encryption algorithms (RSA,
DEA) to encrypt/decrypt an d/or sign messages. PGP is widely used for exchanging secure e mail over Internet. Trust in PGP is achieved using the web of trust model. The underlying idea of
this model, is that you accept the public key of a PGP user if it has been signed by one ormore
other trustworthy PGP users. In other words, you are relying on trusted PGP users to introduce
others. Each PGP user maintains a list of public keys, called a keyring. Keyrings can be
exchanged between users. When a key is inserted, the user assigns the owner of the key to be:
1. Complete trust: fully trusted to certify others public keys.
2. Marginal trust: marginally trusted to certify others public keys.
3. Not trusted to certify others.
If you insert a new key to your keyring, it is considered valid if it has been signed by
at least one completely trusted key or two marginally trusted keys.
Figure 3 depicts how PGP trust works in action. The solid lines between each two persons
indicate that they met physically, each is considered fully trusted to the other, and they exchange
their public keys. Now, since Alice trusts Zaid, she includes the public key of Badr to her
keyring because it is signed by Zaid. Bob also decides to get the keyring of Alice which includes
both Zaid’s and Badr’s public keys. Th e flaw of this trust model appears when Bob decides to
communicate with Badr. Bob rleys on Zaid to get Badr’s key although Bob and Zaid never met .
For every trustworthy friend of you, you are assuming that he will never certify someone whose
is not trustworthy. This is a simple assumption that cannot be fully fulfilled in practice.
Therefore, the trust model of PGP is simple and is not appropriate to use it beyond secure
personal communication .
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FIG: PGPTRUST MODEL
MULTIPLE INTERNET MAIL EXTENSIONS

MIME stands for Multiple Internet Mail Extensions.

To overcome the drawbacks of SMTP we go for MIME.
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PROBLEMS WITH SMTP [Simple Mail Transfer Protocol]





SMTP cannot transfer the .exe files.
SMTP cannot transfer data from unique code language.
SMTP cannot transfer over a large size.
SMTP cannot handle the non -textual data including X-400.

OVERVIEW OF MIME
MIME contains 5 contents. They are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MIME version.
Content type.
Content transfer code.
Content id
Content description

MIME VERSION: The default version of MIME is version 1.0.
Content type: The content type is available in body of MIME
Content transfer code: MIME content transfer code is nothing but transmission of data from
body of message.
Content Id: This is always used for identification.
Content description: This always depends upon the object.
MIME CONTENT TYPES
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FIG: MIME CONTENT TYPES
MIME TRANSFER ENCODING

FIG: MIME Transfer Encoding
S/MIME
S/MIME stands for secured multiple internet mail extensions. It is an Internet standard for
digitally signing MIME-based email data and its public key encryption. It was initially developed
by RSA Security, Inc. and is based on the company&#39; public key encryption mechanism.
Most email services and software use S/MIME to secure email communication. S/MIME enables
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email security features by providing encryption, authentication, message integrity and other
related services. It ensures that an email message is sent by a legitimate sender and provides
encryption for outgoing messages. To enable S/MIME based communication, the sender and
receiver must be integrated with public key issued from a certificate authority(CA). A digital
signature is used to validate a sender&#39;s identity, whereas a public key provides encryption
and decryption services.
Functions
S/MIME provides the following functions:
Enveloped data: This consists of encrypted content of any type and encrypted-content encryption
keys for one or more recipients.
Signed data: A digital signature is formed by taking the message digest of the content to be
signed and then encrypting that with the private key of the signer.
The content plus signature are then encoded using base64encoding. A signed data message can
only be viewed by a recipient with S/MIME capability can view the message content, although
they cannot verify the signature.
Clear-signed data: As with signed data, a digital signature of the content is formed. However, in
this case, only the digital signature is encoded using base64. As a result, recipients without
S/MIME capability can view the message content , although they cannot verify the signature.
Signed and enveloped data: Signed-only and encrypted-only entities may be nested, so that
encrypted data may be signed and signed data or clear-signed data may be encrypted.
Hash functions: SHA-1 &amp; MD5
Digital signatures: DSS &amp;
RSA Session key encryption: ElGamal &amp; RSA
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5-IP Security
Contents:


Basic,overview,Architectureand services



IPSEC modes



Security associations



Authentication Header



Encapsulating Security Payload



Combining Security Associations and Key Management



OAKLEY key determination protocol



ISAKMP

BASICS OF IP SECURITY:
Normally in case of computer networks we have studied OSI reference model. It has 7 layers.in
this also we also have 7 layers.
In this chapter we discuss about network layer, transport layer and application layer. Network
layer is also called as internet layer.
Normally in this case IP packets are carrying the info from one host to another host or one
system to another system, there is a chance of watching data, reading data and changing or
modifying the content.
 To avoid this problem we are providing the security for our data, nothing but the ip
security.There are levels of security is there to secure our data.
• There are levels of security is there to secure our data.
• First level :As the packet itself contains security.it contains network layer
• Second level: the security is in some other domain.it contains application and
transport layer
APPLICATION LAYER

TRANSPORT LAYER

NETWORK LAYER



In between application layer and transport layer contains the second level security and
network layer is having the first level of security. In the case of network layer the packets
containing the data is transmitted from one host to another host, the packets can be encypted
with the key value and transmitted.in this case whenever we are transmitting the two layers
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block, then automatically provide the security.
We can provide security for packets, how we can
means by using 3 functionalities




provide security with in the packet itself,
Authentication
Confidentiality
Key management

Authentication: we want to know whether the incoming packet is coming from authenticated
person or not. Both the persons must be authenticated then only transfer the packets from one
host to another host.
The packets consists of 3 parts i.e. source,data,acknowledgement

SOURCE(DESTINATION
ADDRESS)

DATA

ACKNOWLEDEMENT

Confidentiality: we already know that no other person view the data except the destination
person. That is we encrypt the data with the key value and we transmit the data and after that
decrypt the data with the key value by using any one of the algorithm i.e. public key
cryptography or private key cryptography.
Key Management: It is nothing but how we are maintaining the key value. We are exchanging
the key value if we provide symmetric key it gives confidentiality and if we provide asymmetric
it gives us authentication. While transferring the key value from source to destination with out
knowing the third party person we want to keep value.

ARCHITECTURE OF IP SECURITY:

1.Architecture:
This always discuss about domains and mechanisms of corresponding architecture.
2.Encapsulating security payload(ESP):
ESP is used for providing the confidentiality while transmitting the packets from one to another
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system. Whenever we are working with ESP,some of the other additional IP header are adding.
We can provide the confidentiality by means of providing services.
3.Encapsulating Algorithm: it is also called as encryption algorithm with ip packets.it wil provide
only confidentiality.
4.Authentication algorithm:
It provides authentication and integrity.
To provide authentication and integrity the following services with ip security packets are:
a. Access control
b. rejection of replied packets
c. data origin authentication
d. connection less integrity
5.Domain Of Interpretation(DOI):
It always depends upon the value of algorithm.it depends on the level of security, based on the
level of security you must and should perform encryption and decryption.
6.Key management : It specifies how we should provide the security for the key values.
Basically, we use Diffie-hellman key exchange.

SERVICES OF IP SECURITY:
Encryption algorithm of ESP, the services are :
1.access control
2.rejection of replied packets
3.confidentiality
4.limited traffic flow confidentiality
1.Access control: it is available only authenticated person can access.
E.g. Gmail can be accessed by only the registered person.
2.Rejection of replied packets: while transmitting the packets from one host to another host,
some of the packets are rejected due to many problems. The problems are transmission delay, no
acknowledgment etc.
3.confidentiality:no other person can view the data except the destination person.
 4.Limited traffic flow confidentiality: when packets are moving very fastly,sometimes traffic
occurs, when traffic occurs transmission decreases.
 There is a chance of seeing the third party person that means if traffic occurs less flow of
packets will transfer then in this time third party person uses the packet. The packets will
move like first come first serve.
Encryption algorithm with authentication algorithm are:
1.access control
2.rejection of replied packets
3.confidentiality
4.limited traffic flow confidentiality
5.data origin authentication
6.connection less integrity
5.Data origin authentication: Data origin is when the data is transmitting from source to
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destination at the data origin time only we want to check whether the data is transmitting by
authenticated persons or not.
6.Connection less integrity: The data can not be altered or modified but the connection less
integrity is the person can be watched the data, he cannot be altered, but he can make
interruptions there may be a chance of disturbing.
IP SECURITY PROTOCOLS (OR) IP SECURITY OVERVIEW:
There are two ip security protocols:
1.IP Header
2.Actual data
IP Header: it is of two types:
a.additional IP Header
b.default IP Header
Additional IP Header: in the case of additional ip header, always adding to the ip packets it will
provide the security for ip packet. Here ip header format is available.
The additional header consists of ESP and AH
Default IP Header: in the case of default header automatically the data is filled by some
organizational institutions.
ACTUAL DATA: the original data is plain text. This plain text can be encrypted with key value
and decrypted with the key value.
IP Security Modes:
There are two modes in IP Security. These two modes always describe about Authentication
Header(AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload(ESP).
They are:1)Transport mode
2)Tunnel mode
IP security modes always transfer the packet from one host to another host. While transferring
from one host to another host how we are able to provide security means with the help of
Authentication Header, ESP or combination of AH and ESP.
Purpose of Modes: There are 4 purposes of modes:
1.AH in transport mode
2.AH in Tunnel mode
3.ESP in Transport mode
4.ESP in Tunnel mode
Here AH in Tunnel mode can’t be performed because same operation is performed in AH
transport mode .So we combine these two and we are having only 3 purpose of modes.


AH in transport mode and tunnel mode



ESP in transport mode
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ESP in tunnel mode

Transport Mode: Transport Mode providing the security at higher levels of layers. While we
want to transmitting the packets from one host to another host, the trusted third party must be
required and we want to check whether the trusted third person is authorized person or not.
If the packets are transmitting from one host to another host , the third party person may
change the data, view the data or read the data so we go for IP security. In order to provide the
confidentiality while packets are transmitting from one host to another host, this can be done by
using ESP in transport node in order to provide confidentiality and sometimes you provide
authentication and we use AH in transport mode.
Tunnel Mode: Tunnel mode used to provide the security for entire packets. AH and ESP is used
to provide security for the data while transferring from one host to another host. AH in tunnel
mode and ESP in tunnel mode are used for security. AH in transport mode is same as AH in
tunnel mode. By using tunnel node you are providing the security inside the entire packet and
outside of some portion.
Routers are required because the entire data inside is encrypted.

Security Association:

Here we are providing one way relationship between sender to receiver, so it is called as simplex
operation. Whenever we are transferring the packets from sender to receiver along with simplex
operation it is having traffic i.e. traffic is carried out. Sometimes some packets are going for
bidirectional , at that time we are requesting for AH and ESP and combination of AH and ESP.
For example, Sender is transmitting the packet in one way and Receiver also transmitting the
packet in the same way , then it is called simplex operation.
The parameters are SAin and SAout. The person who is sending out the packets called SAout(also
called outbound). The person who is receiving the packets is called SAin(also called
inbound).If both the persons have same parameters then they are known as cryptographic
parameters.
Hence in SA we maintain SA table which consists os SAin and SAout .
Depending on Security Association table both must have same parameters. The parameters are


SPI(Security Parameter Index)



IP destination Address



SPI(Security Protocol Identifier)

Security Parameter Index:
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It is used to indicate whether AP or ESP is carried out. The no of received packets is organised
by SPI. It will change SA in SA table and update it. It may be used to enable the received
packets.
IP destination address:
It is always used for end user system, router or firewall because router receive the receiver
packets.
Security protocol Identifier:
This always identify the SA is using AH or ESP.
AUTHENTICATION HEADER

Figure : IPSec Authentication Header
Authentication Header provides authentication and integrity, we can provide security
means with the help of modes of operation and versions(IPV4&IPV6)

The Authentication Header consists of the following fields :
1. Next Header :Totally we contain 32bits, among that we take next header i. e IP header . It
contains 0-7 bits. It is always used for while transferring the packets from source to
destination. The 3rd party person may see the Data or watch the data or modify the
data. To avoid this we provide security. This security is provided by “NEXT
HEADER”.
2. Payload Length: Length of Authentication Header in 32-bit words, minus 2. For example,
the default length of the authentication data field is 96 bits, or three 32- bit words. With
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a three-word fixed header, there are a total of six words in the
Length field has a value of 4.

header, and the Payload

3. Reserved: This reserved bits are used for future purpose.
4. Security Parameters Index (SPI):It depends on destination IP address and security
protocol. Destination address may be end user system/firewall/router and security
protocol is of 2 protocols .i. e AH and ESP.
5. Sequence Number : It is a SA parameter, used for transferring the packets from source
to destination. Initially the sequence number is 0 and incremented by 1 . Whenever each
packet is transferring it after it reaches to peak value, again start with zero. It is used for
outbound processing and it is 32 bit number from 0-31.

6. Authentication Data (variable): It depends on hashing function because it is a variable
size as data
Either may be 2 or 3 or 4 rows. So we give variable size as its and gets fixed size as o/p .
In this there is no chance of getting original data i. e authenticated data. we see whether
the data is coming from authentication person or not.

7. Reply attack and Anti reply servise: If the authorized person ready to transmit the data
from source to destination, if the attacker attacked on authorized person then the one
copy of duplicate data will receive the attacker authorized person may have actual data.
a. Reply attack: The receiver receive the data and he send reply and attacker also
give reply then sender will get 2 replies, he may have doubt which is original and
duplicate, how we control means the receiver always work with the default size
with window size (64bit). If the packets are received by receiver make as 1 and
whatever the packets are no received by receiver make as 0, and we can see here
the receiver may have the doubt attacker attack and some packet may send, first
received packet then he have doubt. This entire process will done by outbound
processing and inbound processing. In outbound only sender release the data and
inbounding receiver receives the data.
The inbound processing has 4 important points:


Whenever receiver receivers the data, receiver must be always inbound process,
some steps are


Whatever the receiver receives the packets that packet is falls into the
windows size box or not.
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Whatever the receiver receives the packets , he may be observed that the
received packet is new one or already used one otherwise the packet is
discarded.
If the incoming packet is coming from authorized person or not.

If packet index value is less than the window size that packet is discarded. Suppose
if packet size is 3 and window size is 5 then this packet is discarded.
If the received packet is authentication failure then automatically that packet is also
discarded.
If the packet index value is greater than window current value, automatically the
receiver check authentication then only fall in window size otherwise discarded.
b. Anti reply service: Normally in ease of SA , we are sending the packets from
sender to receiver , for each and every packet is having sequence number and it is
incremented by 1 and if the maximum possibility of transmitting the packets is
232 -1, if the sender reaches the max. value i. e 232-1 then there is no chance of
transfer of packets from source to destination, this only we can say as life
time/time period also completed. After reaching the max./peak value there is no
chance of receiver reply, Now sender only can send but the receiver can’t give
reply, the life time is completed. As the receiver reply to sender then again the
receiver reply starts from 232-1 to 0 and extended lifetime of SA then receiver
will reply, this is called as Anti reply i. e reply and reply becomes anti reply.
Modes of operation in Authentication header:
There are two modes of operations
1.AH in transport mode:
In this we are providing security to upper levers.

2.AH in Tunnel mode:
We are providing the security for entire packets(inner& outer packet)
we will provide security for inner packet.
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fig:scope of AH Authentication;
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By using encapsulating security payload we can provide confidentiality and authentication
.The diagrammatical representation of encapsulating security payload is as shown above .It has
so many parameter like SPI ,sequence number etc;
We know that data is represented in the form of bits and this is
multiple of 16,32,64,128 and so on .suppose if the
Original data is not the multiple of 16,32,64,128,then we add extra
bits ,to get this multiple of 16,32,,these extra
adding bits are called as padding bits .The maximum no of padding
bits we can add is 2.56 bits and more than this is n
not possible for example if the original is having 50 bits then we want
to get 64 bit ,in this case we add extra 14 bits ,
these 14 bits are called as providing bits .
pafdding length:
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padding length consists of 8 bits how many number of padding bits are
added called as padding length.
NextHeader:
this next header containssource address and destination address along with
security ,we know packet contain two parts.
When are transfer packet from source to destination then there is chance of
rd
session 3 party person for this we want to
Provide security IP header has source and destination address and this security is
available in next header
COMBINING SECURITY ASSOCIATIO(SA’s):
Here we see what will be the result if we combine more than one security
association.whenever we use one security association then we send packets in one ways if the
packets are increased then traffic increases,this traffic is carried by A.H &E.S.P .
It supports we use more SA’S then we can transmit by any one of SA,then we can decrease
traffic.
There are two ways of combining SA.
1. Transport adjacent
2. Iterated tunnelling
 In this we are combining A.H & E.S.P i.e we can use both where as we previously
use either one.
 In this case we use multiple number of layers inorder to transmit .In this case for
one SA it has one source and one destination if we use more SA then it has more
source and more destination i.e multiple s and multiple p and this can be done by
using server /work station .To check wheather packets are transmitting we require
firewalls /routers i.e we require a gateway security gateway/router are use to
check it out wheather the packet is coming from authorized person or not.
Key Management:
Upto now we are using one key for symmetric and two keys for asymmetric . we are working
only with two keys.
 In case of a IP Security , 4 keys or 2 pairs of keys are required. Among that one key
pair is used for transmitting and another key pair is used for AH and ESP, AH and
ESP used to perform encryption and decryption . 2nd key pair is used for performing
encryption and another key is used for performing decryption. This becomes some
complicated.
Based on keys it is classified into two types,
1. Manual keys: Here in the case of manual keys the System administrator (SA)
generate the key pair value. This key pair value is used for short period of time
only just like OTP.
Advantages: It is mainly used for AO HOC computer networks.
Disadvantages: Here, the key is always used for short period of time, whenever
the packet is not transmitted within this period of time due to some problems
like transmission delay etc.. then at this time it become useless.
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2. Automated generated keys: In this case whenever user required then only key is
operated. This is used for large amount of data, this is main advantage of
automated generation keys.But in this case also problem is there, the problem is
it require PKI(public key implementation) is
required but this is not available
.
They are:
a) OKALEY
b) ISAKMP
OKALEY: These protocol came from automated generated keys. This
protocol is always used for exchange keys without transmitting between
sender and receiver. The concept is similar to Diffi-Hellman.

From the diagram Alice p& q are global parameters , p is always large prime number & q is
primitive root of p. Similarly in Bob also .This global parameter must be agreed.
After that assuming one randomly private key value X in Alice & Y in Bob. After we calculate
public key value A=gX mod p is alice & b=gY mod p in Bob.
Even if 3rd party person get he knows p& q , but he don’t know X value then in this it is having
security.
After that we calculate
Ax-gxy mod p & By-gxy mod p
This value don’t know for each other. But we can observe that gxy mod p is same & secret key
value is generated.
Here the x&y does not known to the 3rd party person.
OKALEY
Defination:
These protocol came from automated generation keys.this protocol is always used for exchange
keys without transmitting between sender&receiver the concept is similar to Diffie-Hellman.
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Alice
P&q agreed
Randomly
x
A=g^x mod p
A^xy mod p
Secret key value
Bob
P&q agreed
Randomly
y
B=g^y mod p
B^y=g^xy mod p
Secret key value

From the diagram,In Alice p&q are global parameters.p is always large prime number and q is
primitive root of p. Similarly in Bob also these global parameters must be agreed.
After that assuming one randomly private key value x in Alice and y in Bob
After we calculate public key value A=g^x mod p in Alice and B=g^y mod p in Bob. Even if 3 rd
party person gets q&p he doesn’t know x value.in this way it provide security.
Later we calculate A^x=g^xy mod p and B^y=g^xy mod p.
This values don’t know for each other.But we can observe that g^xy mod p is same and secret
key value is generated.
Here the x&y does not know to the 3rd party person.
Features of OKALEY:
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There are 5 features of OKALEY they are:
1.Cookies
2.Groups
3.Nonce
4.OKALEY key exchange
5.Authentication.

1.Cookies:
How we are providing security for key exchange in Diffie-Hellman.
Using OKALEY:IN OKALEY global parameters key values are exchanging between sender and
receiver.in case of Diffie-Hellman one attack is there i.e., clogging attack if 3rd party person is
ready to access he try to get the address of system and send to receiver.Receiver checks where it
is coming from and receiver applies cookies whichis a small value shared by client and posted by
server.After applying Cookies both sender and receiver may exchange global parameters.Cookie
feature is providing the security for Diffie-Hellman with the help of ports we can identify the
person is Authenticated or not.
For example sender is having 40p port&Receiver is having 50p port.if both are
exchanging then 3rd party person may send request to receiver and receiver will check that the
port is there or not.3rd party person didn’t have port.
2.Groups:
Groups is nothing but two groups or paries.For example in above we can see Alice and
Bob are 2 groups.likewise A&B are two groups.In this also we perform some operation
i.e.,Modulo ExponentOperation i.e.,g^x or g^y or g^xy i.e., anything with power.when we apply
Deffie-Hellman key exchange between sender and receiver then we apply
ModuloExponentOperation.
For this when we take small value there may be chance to easily attack.so we take
minimum 768 to 1024 bits.how we apply ModuloExponentOperation means see below example.
For 768 bits:
2^768-2^704-1+(|_2^638-pi_|+149686)
For 1024 bits:
2^1024-2^960-1+(|_2^891-pi_|+129093)
These two are helpful in case of 3rd party person .in this case here complexity is there to
get the key values.
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3.Nonce:
Nonce is always used for to reject the repliers.In case of replay attack i.e., we have
already studied i.e.,sender send the packet to receiver and 3rd party person get one copy of data
he also send toreceiver then receiver gets two replies this is reply attack.the receiver gets two
packets inn this case we go for Nonce.
We produce pseudo random generated number.there is no equation and formulae and it
must be generated by sender and receiver.which cannot be accessed by 3rd party person.then we
can automatically reject anti reply attacks.
4.OKALEY

key

Exchange:

HDR=IKE(internet key exchange)header.
SAIL=SAXi=Choosen and offered algorithms.
KEX=Diffie-Hellman public key.
Nx=Nonce.
CERTREQ=certificate request.
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CERT=certificate.
IDx=identify.
Sk=MAC & encrypted algorithm(Message Authentication Code).
AUTH=authentication.
SAX2=algorithm parameters for IP security.
TSx=traffic selectors for IP security.
N=notify.
D=delete.
Cp=Configuration.
a)In initial exchange,we have so many parameters among that 2 are agreed.they are global
parameters i.e., p&q they both exchange between sender and receiver.
b)SA exchange is nothing but SA,SAout,SAin exchange.
c)In information exchange only public key exchange.
5.Authentication:
In
Authentication
3
signature,asymmetric,symmetric.

parameters

are

important

i.e.,

digital

ISAKMP(Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol):
The diagrammatic representation of ISAKMP is
0

7

15

3

Initiator SPI
Responder SPI
Nextpayload majvr minvr exchange type flags
Message id
Length
Fig1: ISAKMP PROTOCOL FORMAT
Next payload

protoreserved

payloadlength

Fig2: Generic protocol
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In fig1 the initiator and responder also known as sender and receiver. The initiator SPI and
responder SPI always depends on index, SPI is nothing but firewalls or end users. The length
is 32 bytes. Initiator and responder have some values they always depend on SPI(security
parameter index).
Payload means data/original data. We are sending so many packets between sender and receiver.
Each packet has some size. One packet is having 16 bytes. After 15 bits completed and
remaining one bit is again for next packet that is next payload. Next payload is taken 1 byte.
ISAKMP is having major version of ISAKMP and minor version of ISAKMP take 15 bytes. In
between sender and receiver what kind of data is exchanged.
Flag consists of 3 types
a. Initiator flag: What type of data is ready to transmit?
b. Version flag: Which version flag is using for sending and receiving?
c. Responder flag: Receiver also having ability to hold some packets of data.
Message id means whether the message is coming from authenticated or not. We can identify
with the help of cookies, dogging attack.
Length is nothing but the number of bytes of data.
In fig2, reserved is used for future purpose if 1 is it is reserved and 0 is there it is not reserved, it
is for free.
Payload length is nothing but the length of data that is 32bit,64 bit.
ISAKMP PAYLOAD TYPES:
There are 12 types of ISAKMP payload types.
1. SAP (Security Association Payload): Security Association is nothing but 1 way
relationship between sender and receiver. SAP is used to navigate domain of
interpretation, attribute. DOI contains attribute of values, which values are used based on
documentation for algorithm.
2. Proposal Payload: This is nothing but SA attribute along with DOI. It contains the
security mechanisms or the transforms to perform the operation.
3. Transformation Payload: It is used for SA attribute along with DOI. It contains the
security mechanisms and transforms the specific transform is used to perform operation.
4. Key Exchange Payload: The SA is used to exchange the key values. In order to exchange
the values what are the algorithms used are DiffieHellman key exchange used for RSA
algorithms.
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5. Identification Payload: It is used to identify the data between sender and receiver nothing
but what type of data is used that is authenticated or not. Sender is set as initiator and
receiver is set as responder.
6. Certificate Payload: It is used for transform the certificate or any other related data to
certificates whatever the point discuss must be point the information regarding to
certificate be noted. It should also exchange the data whenever the directive services are
not able to provide the services.
7. Certificate Payload: It is used to request the certificate. Initiator and responder always try
to request certificate. It must be note the points and it should also exchange the data
whenever the directive services are not able to provide the services. Whenever they are
ready to request the certificate at this time the directive services are not available then
they would not get but when the directive services are available then only they request
the services.
8. Hash Payload: We use hash payload for getting the corresponding original message. Hash
payload is used to provide integrity along with authentication. In case of integrity the
content cannot be modified that is used to check without changing the content between
sender and receiver. In previous examples we have done comparison operation, if both
are same then only they compared.
9. Signature Payload: It is used for generating the signature for corresponding payload. It is
used to provide integrity along with nonrepudiation. In integrity the content cannot be
changed. In case of nonrepudiation the sender and receiver cannot be denied.
10.Nonce Payload: It is used to protect from reply attack. A random number can be used for
exchanging key values. In case of DiffieHellman with the help of x and y we protect
reply attacks.
11.Notification Payload: It is used to notify the acknowledgement. In this case the errors can
be notified due to transmission the errors nothing but problems of reaching destination.
12.Delete Payload: In this case we are working with SA, their SA maintains the database,
either sender or receiver any one delete the SA, then lifetime of SA is decreased. After
deleting the SA the SA is not available, if same SA is available then we are able to
perform the operation.

ISAKMP exchanges:
Some notations of ISAKMP exchange are
HDR = ISAKMP header
KE = Key Exchange
SA = Security Association Payload
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Nonce = nonce payload
AUTH=authentication payload
ID=Identification Payload
ID i=initiator payload
ID r=responder identification
*=all possibilities encrypted data
ISAKMP exchanges are classified into 5 types
a. Basic exchange: In this case both key and authentication are ready to exchange. Both are
combine exchange between initiator and responder. When we combine exchange the
number of rounds decreased. Due to this continuous transform automatically we are not
able to perform encryption and decryption because of that we are protecting or
identifying.

Parameters

Payload

Description

1. I->R
SA
SA attributes are negotiated.
2. R->I SA
attributes are agreed.

Nonce
Nonce

3. I->R KC:IDi
authentication
and
responder identify identification of initiator.

SA
changing key is agreed

4. R->I
KE:IDr
key is agreed and initiator identify the identification of responder

authentication

b. Identification protection exchange:
Parameter
Description
1. I->R SA
are

Payload
negotiated

2. R->I
SA
SA attributes are agreed
3. I->R :KE:Idi
to exchange key values is agreed
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4. R->I:KE:IRr
to exchange key values is agreed.

Nonce

5. I->R: KE:IDi
key can be agreed and responder verifies the initiator identify.

authentication

6. R->I:KE:IDr
key can be agreed and initiator verify the responder identify.

authentication

c. Authentication only exchange:
Parameter
Description

Payload

1. I->R: SA
SA attributes are negotiated.

Nonce

2. R->I: SA:IRr
nonce
SA is agreed and initiator verifies the responder identifies the initiator identify.
3. I->R:KE:Idi
key can be agreed and responder identifies the initiator identify.

authentication

d. Aggressive exchange:
Parameter

payload

Description

1. I->R:KE:SA:Idi
nonce
negotiated key can be agreed and identification verified.
2. R->I:KE: SA:IDr
agreed and key can be exchanged.

SA is

nonce

3. I->R
only authentication and verified and key is also exchange agreed.

SA
authentication

e. Informational exchange:
Parameter

Payload

I->R: N/D
N-error notification

Description
-

D-deletion
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UNIT-6
WEB SECURITY
CONTENTS








SECURE SOCKET LAYER
HANDSAKE PROTOCOL
TRANSPORT LAYER SECURITY
SECURE
ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION
INTRODUCTION TOFIREWALLS
TYPES OF FIREWALLS
FIREWALL CONFIGURATION

SECURE SOCKET LAYER (SSL)
WHAT IS SSL?
o
o
o
o
o
o

Transport layer security service
Originally developed by Netscape
Version 3 designed with public input
Subsequently became Internet standard known as TLS(Transport Layer Security).
Uses TCP to provide a reliable end-to-end service.
SSL has two layers of protocols.

Where SSL Fits?

FIG : SSL PROTOCOL
Uses Public Key Scheme:
o
o
o
o
o

Each client-server pair uses
2 public Keys
One for client(browser)
Created when browser is installed on client machine.
One for server (http server)
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o
o
o
o

Created when server is installed on server hardware.
2 private keys
one for client browser
one for server (http server)

SSL ARCHITECTURE:

FIG - SSL ARCHITECTURE

o
o
o
o
o
o

SSL Session
An association between client and server
Created by the Handshake Protocol
Decline a set of cryptographic parameters
May be shared by multiple SSL connections
SSL Record Protocol :



Confidentiality
 Using symmetric encryption with a shared secret key defined by Handshake
Protocol.
 IDEA, RC2-40, DES-40, DES,3DES, Fortezza, RC4-40, RC4-128.
 Message is compressed before encryption



Message integrity
 Using a MAC (Message Authentication Code) created using a shared secret
key and a short message

SSL Change Cipher Spec Protocol :
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One of 3 SSL specific protocols which use the SSL Record protocol
A single message
Causes pending state to become current
Hence updating the cipher suite in use








Conveys SSL-related alerts to peer entity
Severity
Warning or fatal
Specific alert
Unexpected message, bad record mac, decompression failure, handshake failure,
illegal parameter
Close notify, no certificate, bad certificate, unsupported certificate, certificate revoked,
certificate expired, certificate unknown
Compressed & encrypted like all SSL data

SSL Handshake Protocol:
 Allows server & client to:
o Authenticate each other
o To negotiate encryption & MAC algorithms
o To negotiate cryptographic keys to be used
 Comprises a series Capabilities
o Establish Security Capabilities
o Server Authentication and key Exchange
o Client Authentication and key Exchange
o Finish
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HANDSAKE PROTOCAL IN DETAIL.
Handshake protocol means it allows the server and client to authenticate each other and negotiate
an expression . In order to transmit the data you must and should establish the handsake protocol
between them .we transmit with the help of so many protocols between client and server.


Handsake protocol depend on 4 phases:-they are
1. Phase-1:-is used for establishing a security capabilities.
2. Phase-2:-is used for server authentication and key exchange.
3. Phase-3:-is used for client authentication and key exchange.
4. Phase-4:-is used for finish.
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PHASE-1:
In this we have two messages i.e.client-hello and server-hello.
CLIENT-HELLO:we have 5 parameters.
1. Version:version3(v3) is the most popular version to exchange the msg between
saender and receiver.
2. Random:it is always used for protecting the replied attacks.we use a 32 bit
timestamp and2 bit random no.
3. Session id:ssl id is used to establish a new connection between client and serverwith
the help of new parameters.
4. Cipher suite:3 algorithms are there:bulk encryption algorithms,hash
algorithms,hash code.
5. Compression:in this we apply key exchange methods and bulk encryption Mac
specification,init vector.we apply fragmentation also for entire data.
SERVER-HELLO:
1. Version:version3(v3) is the most popular version to exchange the msg between
saender and receiver.
2. Random:the random field is generated by server.
3. Session id:this is variable length session identifier.when the server receives a non
zero value from the client.session id field remains same.
4. Cipher suite:3 algorithms are there:bulk encryption algorithms,hash
algorithms,hash code.
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5. Compression:this parameter is having the list of coimpression method which nis
selected by server from the list of methods coming from the client.

PHASE-2:Server authentication and key exchange:
Server key exchange:we exchange the key values between server and client how we
exchane means by using rsa algorithm and diffie hellman key exchange.
Certificate key request:After exchanging the key value they request the certificate the
certificate request containds 2 parameters:
a.certificate type :what type of certificate we required to and we want to chhose based
on information
b.certificate authorities:is provide authorities to the certificate.
Server-hello done:whenever the client rfeceive server hello done is server completed
and the client is received.
PHASE-3:In this we perform client side operation cilent authentication and key exchange.
a.certificate:once again client send to the server that I want the certificate.
b.client key exchange:we exchangwe key ie. The reverse process of server key exchange
c.certificate verification:in order to verify we use one parameter that is signature.he
may check out the datails of clients and server then the certificate authorities provide
the vsignature and certificates.
PHASE-4:-

1. In this phase we have messages are change cipher spec and finish.
CHANGE-CIPHER-SPEC: It is there any pending then copied to the current channel by
change-cipher-spec
FINISH: This immediately cilents send the finished message under thew new algorithms ,keys
and secret.the finished message is the concatination of two hash values
CHANGE CIPHER SPEC: The server send its own change cipher spec by the current channel.
FINISH: This immediately send the finished message with some algorithms.
The handsake is complete the server and client is ready to transfer the application data between
them.
TRANSPORT LAYER SECURITY (TLS)
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TLS is an IETF standardization initiative to produce to produce an Internet Standard version of
SSL.The TLS protocol provides the most critical security features to help you preserve the
privacy and integrity of your system:
-

Authentication (based on RSA,Diffie-Hellman/DSS with X.509v3 certificates).
Encryption (based on DES(Triple DES,Triple DES,RC4,IDEA).
Message integrity(based on SHA1,MD5)
A framework that allows new cryptographic algorithms to be easily incorporated into
the specification(such as Kerberos support).
TLS Record Format

The format of the TLS record is shown below:

Content
Type

Major
Version

Minor
version

Compressed
Length

Plain Text

MAC

Figure: TLS Record Header
Content Type:
This field occupies the size of 8 bits. This is the higher layer protocol used to process the
enclosed fragment.

Major Version:
Occupies the size of 8 bits. This field is used to represent the major version of the Transport
Layer Security is using. For TLSv3 represents the minor version value are 3.

Minor Version:
8 bits size. This field is used to represent the minor version of the Transport Layer Security is
using. For TLSv3 represents the minor version value is 1.

Compressed Length:
Size of 16bits. This field is used to represent the length of the plain text fragment.

Message Authentication Code:
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The Transport Layer Security uses the HMAC algorithm for MAC calculation.
The HMAC is defined as:
HMAC(M)=H(P XOR opad) +H[(P XOR ipad) + M]
Where H = embedded hash function
M = Message inputting to HMAC
P=secret key padding with zeros on the left in order to make the result length, which is
equal to the block length of the hash code. For MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms the block length id=s
512 bits.
Ipad=00110110 value given ,value is repeated for 64 times.
opad=01011100 value given ,value is repeated for 64 times.
For Transport Layer security theMAC calculation is given as
HMAC_hash
(MAC_write_SECRET.SEQ_NUM
+TLS
Compressed.type
Compressed.version +TS Compressed type +TLSCompressed.fragment)

+

TLS

Pseudo Random Function
Transport Layer security uses the pseudo random function to expand secrets into blocks for key
generation and for key validation .the objective of pseudo random function is to generated longer
blocks of data by using relatively small shared secret value. The generated longer block of data
will secure the hash functions MACs from the kind of attack. the pseudo random function is
based on the following data extension function.

Figure: TLS Function p_hash(p,k)
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From the diagram the P_hash function is defined as:
P_hash (secret,seed)= HMAC_hash(secret,A(1)+seed)+
HMAC_hash(secret,A(2)+seed)+
HMAC_hash(secret,A(3)+seed)+ ……….
Where,A() function is defined as
A(0)=seed
A(i)=HMAC_hash(secret,A(i-1))
To make Pseudo Random Function (PRF) as secure,it uses two hash algorithms in a way that
should guarantee its security if either algorithm remains secure. The Pseudo Random Function is
defined as
PRF(secret,label,seed)= P_MD5(S1,label+seed) XOR P_SHA-1 (s2,label+seed).
In the above function,the Pseudo Random Function will take secret,label and seed as the input
values and generate an output of arbitraty length. The output is splitting into two havles S1 and
S2. The P_hash function is applied on the two havles one is P_MD5(S1,label+seed) and P_SHA1(S2,label+seed). The two P_hash results are exclusive –OR ed to produce the output.

Alert Codes:
Transport Layer security supports the following fatal alert codes.
1. Unexepcted_message: An inappropriate message was received.
2. Bad_record_mac:An incorrect MAC was received.
3. Decompression_failure:
The Decompression function received an improper input. For example the
decompression unit is not able to decompress the incoming data packet if it is having greater than
allowable length.
4. Handshake_failure:
Sender was unable to negotiate an acceptable set of security parameters are gived the
options available.
5. Illegal_parameters: A field in the handshake message was out of range or inconsistent with
other available.
6. Decryption_failed:
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This alert will arise in the case,when the cipher text decrypted in an invalid way.This fatal
alert code will arise in the cases like incorrect in padding values,when the received block is not
an even multiple of block length.
7.Record_overflow :
The maximum allowable length of the record in transport layer is 2 power 14 +2048 bytes.This
alert code will arise when the received cipher text length is greater than 2 poqwe 14 +2048 bytes
or the ciphertext decrypted to a length is greater than 2 power 14 +2048 bytes.
8. Unknown_ca:
This fatal alert will arise when the CA certificate is not accepted,because the Ca certificate could
not be located or certificate is not matched with a known trusted CA.
9. Access _denied:
This fatal alert code will be generated when
A valid certificate was received,but when the access control was applied.
When the sender decided not to proceed with the negotiation.
10.Decode_error:
This will arise when the received message is not correctly decrypted.This will happened
when a
field was out of its specified range or the length od the received message is
incorrect.
11.Export_restriction:
A negotiation not in compliance with export restrictions on key length was detected.
12.Protocol_version:
When the protocol version used by the client to negotiate is not supported then this alert will
arise.
13. Insufficient_security:
This alert arises when the negotiation failed because the server requires ciphers more secure
than those supported by the client.
14. Internal_error:
An internal error unrelated to the peer or the correctness of the protocol makes it
impossible to continue.
SECURE ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION
INTRODUCTION
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SET (Secure Electronic Transaction) provides shoppers with a high degree of security for
payment
card transactions over open electronic networks. A payment card refers to any
type of financial transaction card, including credit cards and debit cards.
The SET provides the following services:
(a) Provides secure communication channel among all the participants, who are involved in
the transactions.
(b) Provides trust by using digital certificates.
(c) Ensures Privacy. This service provides the information only available to the parties in a
transaction when it is necessary.
SET OVERVIEW
SET is a protocol that combines powerful encryption with a series of authentication procedures
that ensures the privacy and reliability of each step in the payment process. In this section we
include the requirements of the SET. key features of the SET and the participants in SET
transactions.
SET Requirements
In this we list the business requirements for secure payment processing with credit cards over
the Internet and other networks . The specification defines the business requirements of SET as
follows:
1. To provide confidentiality of payment information and enable confidentiality of the
associated order information . SET uses encryption to provide confidentiality
2. To ensure the integrity of all transmitted data. The integrity of all transmitted information
is achieved by using digital signatures.
3. To provide authentication that a card holder is a legitimate user of a branded payment
card account. A legitimate user of a valid account can be verified by using digital
signature and certificate.
4. To provide authentication that a merchant can accept branded payment card transactions
through its relationship with an acquiring financial institution.
5. To ensure the use of the best security practices and system design techniques to protect
all legitimate parties in an electronic commerce transactions.
6. To create a protocol that neither depends on transport security mechanisms for prevents
their use.
7. To facilitate and encourage interoperability among software and network providers.
Key Features of SET
In order to meet the SET requirements , the SET incorporates the following key features:
(a) Confidentiality of information : Confidentiality of information provides a secure
channel for all payment and account information , preventing unauthorized disclosure . It
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

prevents the merchant from learning the cardholder’s credit card number . SET provides
for confidentiality through the use of the DES algorithm.
Integrity of Data: The cardholder’s order information , personal information and
payment information is sent from the cardholder’s to the merchant . Data integrity
ensures that the message content is not altered during transmission . This feature is
provided through the use of digital signatures using the RSA algorithm.
Cardholder Account Authentication : Cardholder authentication provides merchants a
means of verifying the cardholder as legitimate . SET enables the merchant to verify
whether the cardholder is a legitimate user having a valid card account number . Digital
signatures and X.509v3 certificates are used to implement this function.
Merchant Authentication: Merchant Authentication gives cardholder’s a means of
verifying that the merchant not only is legitimate but also has a relationship with a
financial institution. SET uses digital signatures and X.509v3 certificates with RSA
signatures to implement this service.
Interoperability: Interoperability allows the use of this specification in hardware and
software from various manufactures ,allowing their use by cardholders or other
participants.

SET Participants
In this we list out the participants involved in the SET system. The following figure represents
the participants involved in the SET system.
Cardholder: The cardholder is the individual authorized to use the payment card (eg: Master
card, Visa Card). The SET protocol provides confidentiality services for the cardholder’s
transactions with merchants over the Internet . An issuer issues the payment card.
Merchant: The Merchant is any entity that provides goods and services to a cardholder for
payment .The Merchant accesses these goods and offers the services via the Internet . Any
merchant that accepts payment cards must have a relationship with an acquirer.
Issuer: An issuer is a financial organization, such as bank . The financial institution provides the
cardholder with the payment card. The issuer is responsible for the payment of the debit card of
the cardholder.
Acquirer: The Acquirer is a financial institution that supports merchants by providing the
service of processing payment cards. In other words , the acquirer pays the merchant ,and the
issuer repays the acquirer. The merchant is usually accepting more than one credit card . The
acquirer provides the authorization to the merchant that given cards account is active. It also
direct the merchant , the proposed purchase does not exceed the credit limit. The acquirer is also
responsible for transferring of payments to the merchant’s account.
Payment Gateway: The payment gateway is the entity that processes the merchant payment
messages . The acquirer or a designated third party can act as a payment gateway; however , the
third party must interface with the acquirer at some point . This is placed between the SET and
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bankcard payment networks for authorization and payment function. Over the internet the
merchant exchanges SET messages with the payment gateway.
Certificate Authority: This is an entity, used to issue the X.509v3 certificate to merchants
,cardholders and to payment gateways.
SECURE ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION
SET is an open encryption and security specification designed to protect credit card
transactions on the Internet. The current version, SETv1, emerged from a call for security
standards by MasterCard and Visa in February 1996. A wide range of companies were involved
in developing the initial specification, including IBM, Microsoft, Netscape, RSA, Terisa, and
Verisign. Beginning in 1996.
SET is not itself a payment system. Rather it is a set of security protocols and formats that
enables users to employ the existing credit card payment infrastructure on an open network,
such as the Internet, in a secure fashion. In essence, SET provides three services:
•

Provides a secure communications channel among all parties involved in a transaction

•

Provides trust by the use of X.509v3 digital certificates

•

Ensures privacy because the information is only available to parties in a transaction
when and where necessary.

SET Overview:
A good way to begin our discussion of SET is to look at the business requirements for SET, its
key features, and the participants in SET transactions.
Requirements:
The SET specification lists the following business requirements for secure payment processing
with credit cards over the Internet and other networks:
•

Provide confidentiality of payment and ordering information: It is necessary to assure
cardholders that this information is safe and accessible only to the intended recipient.
Confidentiality also reduces the risk of fraud by either party to the transaction or by
malicious third parties. SET uses encryption to provide confidentiality.

•

Ensure the integrity of all transmitted data: That is, ensure that no changes in content
occur during transmission of SET messages. Digital signatures are used to provide
integrity.
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•

Provide authentication that a cardholder is a legitimate user of a credit card account:
A mechanism that links a cardholder to a specific account number reduces

the

incidence of fraud and the overall cost of payment processing. Digital signatures and
certificates are used to verify that a cardholder is a legitimate user of a valid account.
•

Provide authentication that a merchant can accept credit card transactions through its
relationship with a financial institution: This is the complement to the preceding
requirement. Cardholders need to be able to identify merchants with whom they can
conduct secure transactions. Again, digital signatures and certificates are used.

•

Ensure the use of the best security practices and system design techniques to protect
all legitimate parties in an electronic commerce transaction: SET is a well-tested
specification based on highly secure cryptographic algorithms and protocols.

•

Create a protocol that neither depends on transport security mechanisms nor
prevents their use: SET can securely operate over a "raw" TCP/IP stack. However, SET
does not interfere with the use of other security mechanisms, such as IPSec and
SSL/TLS.

•

Facilitate and encourage interoperability among software and network providers: The
SET protocols and formats are independent of hardware platform, operating system,
and Web software.

Key Features of SET
To meet the requirements just outlined, SET incorporates the following features:
•

Confidentiality of information: Cardholder account and payment information is secured
as it travels across the network. An interesting and important feature of SET is that it
prevents the merchant from learning the cardholder's credit card number; this is only
provided to the issuing bank. Conventional encryption by DES is used to provide
confidentiality.

•

Integrity of data: Payment information sent from cardholders to merchants includes
order information, personal data, and payment instructions. SET guarantees that these
message contents are not altered in transit. RSA digital signatures, using SHA-1 hash
codes, provide message integrity. Certain messages are also protected by HMAC using
SHA-1.
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•

Cardholder account authentication: SET enables merchants to verify that a cardholder
is a legitimate user of a valid card account number. SET uses X.509v3 digital certificates
with RSA signatures for this purpose.

•

Merchant authentication: SET enables cardholders to verify that a merchant has a
relationship with a financial institution allowing it to accept payment cards. SET uses
X.509v3 digital certificates with RSA signatures for this purpose.

Note that unlike IPSec and SSL/TLS, SET provides only one choice for each cryptographic
algorithm. This makes sense, because SET is a single application with a single set of
requirements, whereas IPSec and SSL/TLS are intended to support a range of applications.

INTRODUCTION TO FIREWALL
Firewall:
Firewall is a network of devices and used to protect organization from unauthorized persons. It is
mainly used to check whether the data is sending or receiving from (or) to authorize person or
not.
Firewall design principle:
While we are connecting one computer to another computer to share information, for getting
information from computer or sending the information on to the another computer, sharing
information among the computers in the network is a good thing but this may leads to lot of
problems like non-authenticated user may use our services or he may add new data to our
database this may corrupt our secured data.
We are classifying the attacks into two types:
1. Leaking of information:
Most of the corporations are having large amount of valuable information and
confidential data in their networks. In this type of attack the people may leak the critical
information to the competitors.
2. Adding outside elements:
Apart from the leaking of information to the competitors there is another attack called
adding outside malpractice programs into our computer .In this attack the people are
adding outside elements such as viruses and worms.
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Fig: Kinds of attacks
Firewall act as a security program .Generally firewall is placed between the corporate
network and internet. Whenever the data is coming out of the corporate network it must
pass through firewall. Whenever the data is coming into the corporate network it must
pass through firewall. The firewall will decide whether to allow the flow or to stop from
proceeding further.

Fig: Firewall
Firewall characteristics:
 All traffics from inside to outside and outside to inside must pass through the
firewall.
 Only authorized traffic can be defined by local security policy will be allowed.
 The firewall uses various control access methods to enforce the security activity.
 It controls the user from doing malpractices on the secure data.
 The firewall itself must be strong enough, so as to render attack on it useless.
 It determines the direction of flow, in which direction of service request is
initiated.
 By using service control it determines type of internet service it is accessing.
 The firewall itself is immune to penetration. This implies the use of a trusted
system with a secured operating system.
Scope of firewall:
 Firewall is a convenient platform for several internet functions that are not
security related.
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 Firewall acts as just like network management function that looks for internet
usage.
 Firewall can serve as platform for IP security that means it controls the access
data origin authentication, connectionless integrity.
 Firewall can be used to implement virtual private network.
Goals of Firewall:
 All traffic data coming in or going out of the network must pass through the
firewall. This can be accomplished by blocking all access to LAN, expect via the
firewall.
 Only authorized traffic, as defined by the local security policy will be allowed to
pass.
 Firewall itself is immune to penetration.
Limitations of firewall:
 Firewall cannot protect against attacks that bypass the firewall. Internal systems
may have dial-out capability to connect to an ISP. An internal LAN may support
modem pool providing dial-in capability.
 The firewall does not protect against internal threats. For example any employee
who unwillingly corporates with an external attacker
Firewall cannot protect against the transfer of virus infected program or files.

TYPES OF FIREWALLS

There are 3 types of firewalls depending on
-whether the communication is being done between single node and the network or between 2 or
more networks.
- whether the communication is intercepted at the network layer or at the application layer.
- whether the communication is state is being tracked at the firewall or not.
hence we have the following types of filters
Packet filter:-looks at each packet entering or leaving the network and accepts or rejects it based
on userdefined rules.packet filtering is very effective and transparent to users .but it is difficult to
configure.in addition it is susceptible to IP spoofing.
Application gateway:-Applies security mechanisms to specific applications such as FTP and
TELNET servers.This is very effective but can impose performance degradation.
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Circuitlevel gateway:- Applies security mechanisms when a TCP/UDP connection is
established.Once a connection has been made packets can flow between the hosts without further
checking.
1.Packet filtering routers:-packet filtering routers is also called as screening routers or
screening filters.A packet filtering router applies a set of rules to the incoming IP
packets.Whether the IP packet enters into the corporate network thee firewall applies some rules
based on the result the firewall has to decide if to forward the incoming data into corporate
network or not to forward.The filtering rules applied on the incoming and outgoing IP packets
are :
1.The fields in the IP
2.Transport header.
3.IP protocol field.
4.TDP/UDP port number.

There are 2 default action policies are possible.
Default action=discard:This will not allow all the incoming packets into the corporate network.
Default action=Forward:This will allow all the incoming packets into the corporate network.
Advantages:Simplicity:The user need not aware of a packet filter at all.
Very fast:In operating speed of point of view the packet filters are very fast.
Transparency:Packet filters are transparent to the user.
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Lack of support for authentication.
Difficult in setting of the packet filter rules correctly.
Attacks on Packet Filtering and the Countermeasures:
There are some intruders made attacks on packet filtering routers to disturb the functionality of
the packet filtering routes.Countermeasures are the actions taken by the packet filtering router to
control these attacks.The attacks and countermeasures on the packet filtering routers are:1.IP Address Spoofing:The intruder places a packet with the IP address which is present inside
the internal host.

Attack:The intruder transmits the packet from the outside world with the source IP address field
consisting of an address which is present in the internal host.
Countermeasure:The packet is to be discarded with an inside source address if the packet arrives
on an external interface.
2.Source routing attacks:In this the intruder specifies the route through which the packet should
follow.
Attack:An attacker specifies the route that a packet should move along the internet.The attacker
specifies that the option the filter can bypass the normal checks.
Countermeasure:Packet filter will discard all the packets that uses this option can thwart such an
attack.
3.Tiny Fragment Attacks:The intruder uses the IP fragmentation option to create extremely small
fragments and places the TCP header information into separate packet fragment.IP packets pass
through a variety of physical networks,such as Ethernet,Token ring,Frame Relay.All the
networks are having a predefined maximum frame size.
2.Applicatin-level Gateways:-This is also called as Proxy server.It acts like a substitute and
decides about the flow of the application.In this user contacts the gateway for using an
application.When the request is coming from the user the application gateway will ask for the
user id and authentication.When both are correct then the gateway will provide the request
service to the user.For example when the user is willing to use TCP/IP application such as
TELNET, HTTP or FTP then the user contacts the application gateway.
Gateway ask for the name of the remote host to be accessed.User responds to the gateway be
giving the valid user id and authentication information.
When the application requested by the user is not present,the service is not supported and cant be
forwarded across the firewall. From this we finalize that the application gate will support only
specific features of an application.This is also called as Bastion Host.
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Advantages:
1.Application gateways are more secure than the packet filters.
2.It is easy to log and audit all the incoming traffic at the application level.
3.It allows few applications rather than trying to deal with the numerous possible combinations
that are to be allowed.
4.We simply detect if a user is allowed to use the TCP/IP application.
Disadvantages:
1.In this we find only 2 set of connections:
one is between the user and the application gateway and the other is between the application
gateway and the remote host.
2.Overhead interms of connections.
3. The gateway must examine and forward all the traffic in both the directions.
3.Circuitlevel gateways:It is a specialised function performed by an application gateway for certain applications.In this
the circuit gateway wont provide the direct end-to-end between the user and the remote
host.Inorder to provide the connection the circuitlevel gateway setup 2 connections.One is
between the user and the circuit gateway and the other is between circuit gateway and the remote
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host.Once the 2 connections are established the gateway relays the segments from one
connection to another without examining the contents.

Advantages:
1.The system administrator trust the internal users.
2.The gateway can incur the processing overhead of examining the incoming data for forbidden
functions.
Disadvantages: The circuit gateway does not look for the overhead on the outgoing data.

FIREWALL CONFIGURATION:
A simple configuration consists of a single computer in practical the
firewall is the combination of three types of firewalls those are packet filter Apllication gate way
and the circuit gateway.Based on these three types,they are three possible firewall
configurations.
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Firewall Configuration
Screened Host
Firewall
Single homed
Bastion
Host

Screened host Screened
Firewall dual
subnet
homed bastion firewall
host

FIG:FIREWALL CONFIGURATION
The structure and the working principle of all these three configuration is explained in these
section. now we start upwith the first configuration screened host firewal single horned bastion
host then we moved to second configuration.Finally we concluded with the third configaration.
Firewall Design Principle:screened host Firewall single homed Bastion Host:The configaration is shown below.From the figure observe that configaration is nothing but
combination of packet Filter and theapplication gateway.
The packet filter willapply a set of rules on each incoming packet and then decid whether
forward or discard the incoming packet. In this configaration the packet filter will allow the
packets from the outside world only if the incoming packet is for the application of gateway
examingthe destination address Field on every incoming Ip packet.
In the same way the packet filter ensures the outing packets packets coming from the corporate
network onto the outside world we allowed only when the packets coming from the corporate
network onto the outside world we allowed only when the packets coming from the packet
frilter the application gateway perfirms the authentication and the psoxy Functions.
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This configaration provides more security than simple packet filtering the application gateway
alone for two reasons.The two reasons are:
This allows considerable flexibility in defining security by including both the flexibilities of
packet level and application level filtering.
The second security provided by this configuration in the case of intudes when the intrudes
wants to affect the corporate network he must pass through two separate system one is through
the packets filter system and other is application gateway system.
Screened Host Firewall Dual Homed Bastion Host:In these configuration that direct connections between the internal host and the packet filter is
avoided.The packet filter is having a link with the application gateway.The application gateway
is having the connection with the corporate network.
Therefore even if the intrudes attacks the packet filter,he views only the application gateway.
That means only application gateway is possible to the intrudes the total corporate network is
protected.The arranagement of this configuration is shown below:
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FIG:SCREENED HOST FIREWALL SYSTEM DUAL HOMED BASTION HOST
Screened Subnet Firewall:In this configuration we are using two packet filters and one application gateway.The application
gateway is placed between the two packet filters.The arrangement is shown below.
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The figure above that one packet filter placed between the internet and the application
gateway.The second packet filter is placed between the corporate network and the application on
thisconfiguration we have three levels of security for an attacker to break into.This makes the
attacker more difficult to attack the corporate network.
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